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Benton native slain
by abortion protestor

forget a lot of
things that happened
that night.

41,

Rodney King
page 3,

66
I turned and nobody
was there, so I just
shot it.
Farrah Beach
page 8,
BOPTROT
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A federal court jury today heard two
admitted felons talking about
fixing a state arbitration case.
Then they deftly switched subjects — to raising money for
Gov. Brereton Jones. Page 3
STACEY CROOKIedger & Times photo

SEC TOURNEY
LEXINGTOA, Ky. — Southeastern Conference officials
are probably pulling for a few
upsets in the league tournament. That may be the only
way to get more than four
teams into the NCAA Tournament. No. 4 Kentucky, No. 5
Vanderbilt — the regular season champion — and No. 14
Arkansas are assured of tournament bids no matter what
happens in the SEC tourney.
Page 8

FORECAST
Becoming cloudy with a
chance of light snow by morning. Low 25 to 30. North wind
5 to 10 mph. Chance of snow
30 percent. Friday, cloudy
with a 60 percent chance of
light snow. High 35 to 40.

rimes

Murray
Calloway
watch as
Stoppers

police officer Larry Killebrew (left) and MurrayCounty Crime Stoppers president Jim Frank (right)
HT Marketing president Bob Jackson places a Crime
Double Reward Member decal on the front door.

Crime Stoppers helps
agencies solve crimes
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

ty Sheriff's Department and the
Murray State University Public
Safety Department to help solve
crimes.
Crime Stoppers offers anonymity and cash rewards to persons
who furnish information leading
to the arrest of felony offenders.
The Murray organization,
which is also a member of the
Kentucky Crime Stoppers Association, has been operational since
Jan. 1. Police coordinator Larry
Killebrew said since that time
$48,500 worth of stolen merchan-

It is not a pretty thought, but
crime is prevalent in Murray and
Calloway County. Now, however,
homeowners and businesses have
a better chance of recovering stolen property and seeing the criminal arrested.
In the city alone, 20 burglaries
have been investigated since Jan.
1.
Murray-Calloway Crime Stoppers, established in October 1992,
works • with the Murray Police
Department, the Calloway Coun- • TURN TO PAGE 2

PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
An abortion foe who admitted
fatally shooting a doctor outside
an abortion clinic asked a judge
today to let him keep his Bible in
jail as a legal document.
Escambia County Court Judge
William J. Green ordered
Michael Frederick Griffin held
without bond in the Wednesday
shooting.
The slaying of Dr. David Gunn
was the first ever reported at an
anti-abortion protest. Abortionrights activists called it an example of growing extremism in the
anti-abortion movement.
At the hearing, Griffin told the
judge that he wanted to be his
own attorney and "I Would like
to keep my Bible as one of my
legal documents." The judge said
those requests should be taken up
with the jail administrators.
While about a dozen demonstrators picketed the clinic
entrance, Gunn was shot three
times,after getting out of his car
near the back door, police said.
"The guy just went up, chased
Dr. Gunn and just shot him point
blank," a witness, Steve Powell,
told The Miami Herald.
Griffin, 31, was charged with
murder after walking around the
building and surrendering to
police watching the protest, Sgt.
Murray Holt said.
Griffin was dressed in a gray
suit "like he was going to
church," when he told the officers, "I've just shot Dr. Gunn,'"
said John Burt, a lay preacher
who led the protest.
On Sunday, Griffin had offered
a prayer for the doctor at the
Whitfield Assembly of God
Church outside Pensacola, Burt
said.
"He asked that the congregation pray, and asked that we
would agree with him that Dr.
Gunn would give his life to Jesus
Christ," Burt said. "He wanted

him to stop doing things the
Bible says is wrong and start
doing what the Bible says was
right."
Appearing on CBS television
this morning, anti-abortion leader
Randall Terry, who founded
Operation Rescue, described the
killing as an "inappropriate,
repulsive act," but then went on
to attack Gunn as a murderer.
"While we grieve for him and
for his widow and for his children, we must also grieve for the
thousands of children that he has
murdered," Terry said.
Kate Michelman, president of
the National Abortion Rights
Action League, charged Gunn's
killing was the direct result of the
anti-abortion movement's tactics.
"The fact is that we, many of
us, have stood silently by while a
campaign of intolerance and violence has occurred in this country," Michelman said.
Gunn, a 47-year-old father of
two, worked at women's clinics
in three states. Friends said he
was committed to ensuring
women had access to abortions
— even in conservative areas
where no other doctors would
perform them.
Gunn, who wore leg braces
because of childhood polio, lived
in Eufaula, Ala. He performed
abortions at two Alabama clinics,
one in Georgia and two in
Florida.
"He did it because he believed
in the cause," said K.B. Kohls,
director of the Beacon Women's
Center in Montgomery, Ala.,
where Gunn worKed.
Last summer in Montgomery,
Ala., a wanted poster of Gunn
was distributed at a rally for
Operation Rescue leader Randall
Terry. It included a picture of
Gunn, his home number and
other identifying information. It

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Doctor never
Indicated he
feared harm,
brother says
BENTON, Ky. (AP) — A
doctor killed at a Florida abortion clinic never said he worried about violence, his
brother said.
"He mentioned once that he
had some protesters at his clinic but never indicated he
feared violence by any of
them," said Pete Gunn
David Gunn's brother.
Dr. David Gunn, 47, a
native of Benton, was shot
several times in the back Wednesday as he got out of his car
at the Pensacola Women's
Medical Services clinic he
operated, police said. Gunn
died several hours later in
surgery.
The shooting occurred during a protest outside the clinic.
An anti-abortion activist was
arrested and charged with murder in what abortion-rights
activists said was the first fatality ever reported at an abortion protest.
Pete Gunn said his brother
lived in Eufaula, Ala., and
divided his time among clinics
in Birmingham, Eufaula and
Pensacola.
David Gunn, who was
struck by polio when he was
27 months old, causing paralysis in one leg, graduated
from Benton High School in
1964. He went on to become a
physician 'specializing in
obstetrics and gynecology and
spent most of his adult life in
Alabama.
"He sometimes struggled
physically, but mentally he
was very strong and very
upbeat," said engineer Theo
Gammel, also a member of the
class of 1964.
"He was a very dynamic
person. He was a very good
friend, just a fun guy to be
with."

III TURN TO PAGE 3

LAKE STAGES
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YOUR PAPER?

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND

'Decade of indifference' harmed child health
WASHINGTON (AP) — Children were more likely to
be born at risk of death, disability or chronic health problems in 1990 than a decade earlier, the Children's Defense
Fund said today.
The advocacy group said its study, based on federal
health statistics, shows that "rapid progress on maternal
and child health in the '60s and '70s was brought to a
screeching halt by a decade of indifference."
Seven percent of children born in 1990 had low birth
weights, which puts them at higher risk of death or lingering health problems if they survive, according to the
report.
During the 1970s, the share of children born with low
birth wsights fell from 7.9 percent at the beginning of the
decade to 6.9 percent at the end. After hovering at 6.8 percent during much of the 1980s, the percentage of babies
with low birth weights began creeping up in 1987.

Carol Regan, director of the health division at CDF,
blamed the rise in low birth weight babies on insufficient
or a lack of prenatal care for many women. The study
found that one out of every four babies born in 1990 was
to a mother who did not receive early prenatal care.
"Far too many pregnant women are not getting access to
doctors and far too many babies are born unhealthy, suffer
and never reach their first birthday," said the fund's president, Marian Wright Edelman.
"Clearly, we failed pregnant women and children in the
'80s and history will repeat itself in the '90s unless Americans demand a national health care system that puts
women arid children first," Edelman said.
The fund said a deteriorating health care system and
deepening family poverty in the 1980s "exacted a tremendous cost in child suffering and death."
President Clinton was scheduled to address Children's

Defense Fund annual conference today. Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Donna E. Shalala, secretary of health and
human services, both have served as chairmen of the
fund's board of directors.
Despite the erosion in some key indicators of child
health during the last decade, infant mortality rates continued to improve in the 1980s, the report said.
Federal statistics show the national infant mortality rate
at 9.2 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1990, compared with
a rate of 12.6 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1980 and 20
in 1970.
Infant mortality refers to death within the first year of
life.
The report also said that in 1990, the birth rate for girls
ages 15 to 19 reached the highest rate in nearly two
decades, 59.9 births, per 1,000 girls. Black teen-agers were
more than twice as likely as white teens to have babies.

Russian Congress strips Yeltsin
of more of his remaining powers

'Lamb Chop'
testifies for
children's TV

MOSCOW (AP) — Russia's in Russia, the democratically
Communist-dominated Congress elected president or the
voted today to strip President Communist-era legislature.
Boris Yeltsin of more of his powBut today, the second day of
ers and canceled a national an emergency session called to
referendum he had called in a bid settle the crisis, the Congress of
People's Deputies nullified the
to cement his power.
In a series of votes, hard-line December agreement that
lawmakers signaled their unwill- approved an April 11 referendum.
ingness to resolve the power
Public opinion polls have indistruggle that has paralyzed the 'eatrd Yeltsin is more popular
government for months and put than he legislature and might
Yeltsin's already shaky political prIty_ai in a referendum. But
future in greater jeopardy.
many regional officials, some
Communists seated in the Confearing for their jobs, insist a plegress before the Soviet collapse
biscite could divide the nation.
have hammered away at Yeltsin's
Today's votes also reinstated a
power since December, when
they forced him to fire Yegor constitutidnal amendment that
Gaidar, his acting prime minister stripped Yeltsin of his power to
and architect of free-market rule by decree, which he had used
to implement market-oriented
reforms.
It was at that session that Yelt- reforms abhorred by many hardsin proposed holding a referen- liners. The social cost of such
dum to let the people decide who policies has been rising unemshould wield supreme authority ployment and spiraling inflation.

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
help from her longtime friend
"Lamb Chop," ventriloquist
Shari Lewis insisted to Congress
that quality television programming for children can be produced in short order.
The Public Broadcasting Service commissioned a show from
her in May 1991 and "Lamb
Chop's Play-Along" was on the
air by September, Ms. Lewis said
Wednesday at a House hearing
"There are artists in the theatrical industry who can produce
quickly magnificent products,"
the veteran television performer
said. "PBS taps into that all the
time."
"Do we not think Norman
Lear, if approached to produce
the definitive, very best, hot
children's program wouldn't say,
'Whoopee?' she asked. "He
would."

Assooated Press file photo

Less than two years after taking the oath of office as president
of the Russian Republic, Boris Yeltsin has had many of his
powers stripped by the Communist-dominated Congress.
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•Crime Stoppers helps...

For Vour tonsvnienre Noo 011er%

FROM PAGE 1
disc has been recovered by Crime
Stoppers, and $1,950 worth of
cash rewards is still being offered
for recent crimes.
Crime Stoppers was created by
law and became effective July 15,
1992. According to statute, "a
crime stoppers organization shall
foster the detection of crime and
encourage persons to report information about criminal acts;
encourage news and other media
to promote local crime stoppers
organizations and to inform the
public of the functions of the
organization; assist other crime
stoppers organizations in forwarding information about criminal acts to the appropriate law
enforcement agencies and help
law enforcement agencies detect
and combat crime by increasing
the flow of information to and
between law enforcement
agencies.
The organization is not supported by tax dollars. Crime
Stoppers asks for donations from
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groups, businesses and private
citizens.
Crime Stoppers President Jim
Frank said it is beginning a new
drive to help raise funds and provide benefits to participating
members.
The Double Reward Memg
program was established so that
businesses who make a minimum
donation of $25 to Crime Stoppers will receive a window decal
and a higher reward will be
offered if they are burglarized.
Frank said if a felony is committed against a member business, the average reward will be
doubled. For example, if the
reward normally offered for a
burglary is $200, the reward for a
member who has been burglarized will be $400.
Members of Crime Stoppers
began the campaign this week
and will try to involve every business in the city and county,
Frank said.
Crime Stoppers will also pay
for information that leads to the

•'Lamb Chop •••
FROM PAGE 1
"We need the best you grownups have to offer," squeaked
"Lamb Chop," surely one of the
few hand puppets ever to testify
before Congress. "If you give it
to us, we will give you the good
stuff back."
Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass.,
chairman of the House telecommunications subcommittee, called
the hearing to draw attention to
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arrest of persons who have committed a felony crime that has not
been advertised.
Killebrew said it's often difficult to advertise every relony
crime. If anyone has information
on any felony crime that leads to
the arrest and conviction of a suspect, that person can call Crime
Stoppers, remain anonymous and
receive some monetary
compensation.
"Crime Stoppers is very important because you can't completely
depend on the police department,
the sheriff's department and the
MSU public safety to do it all,"
Frank said. "I think it depends
upon citizens of the community
to assist. Assisting is a deterrent
to crime."
Local law enforcement agencies say they are glad to see a
crime stoppers organization in
Murray and Calloway County.
"Crime Stoppers has been
operational for only a short time
and we've already received several tips that were helpful in the

the requirement in the Children's
Television Act of 1990 that commercial broadcasters carry programs designed to serve children's
"educational and informational
needs."
He said their response so far
has been "simply unacceptable"
and that their licenses were at
stake if they don't start producing
more shows "whose primary purpose is to educate."
License renewal applications to
the Federal Communications
Commission have shown that few
local broadcasters have developed new shows to meet the
law's requirements. Instead,
they're repackaging old cartoons
and sitcoms and calling them
educational.
One broadcaster claimed, for
example, that rebroadcasts of the
1962 cartoon series "The Jetsons" help prepare kids for life
in the next century.
In reaction, Turner Broadcasting, owner of the Hanna-Barbera
product, issued a statement Wednesday saying: "Shows like `The
Flintstones' and 'The Jetsons'
were created to provide great
family entertainment and fun.
They were never meant to take
the place of educational television for children."

LUMBER YARD BURGLARIZED
According to the Murray Police Department, between 5 p.m. March 8 and 7
a.m. March 9, someone stole a 1969 Chevrolet truck and a load of lumber
from the Murray Lumber Company. The truck was recovered on Rattlin
Bridge Road at 8 a.m. March 10. Detective Sgt. Ronald Wisehar1 said
approximately $1,000 worth of lumber was stolen. The incident is under
investigation. Crime Stoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering a
double reward of $200 cash for information that leads to the arrest of the
person or persons involved in the burglary at the warehouse. Anyone who
has information about this crime call call Crime Stoppers at 753-9500 and
remain anonymous.

POLICE WARN OF CHECK WRITING SCAM
The Murray Police Department is warning local businesses of a check writing scam that has surfaced in and around Murray. Detective Sgt. Ronald
Wisehart said the checks being passed are 'Com' checks, which are mainly
used by trucking firms. The checks have been altered to appear as a payroll
check. Wisehart urges businesses to have employees double check all
checks from local trucking firms and request picture identification on all
checks. Persons with any information on this scam are urged to call the
Murray Police Department at 753-1621 or Murray-Calloway County Crime
Stoppers at 753-9500 and remain anonymous, Wisehart said.

CON ARTISTS MAY BE WORKING IN AREA
According to Murray Police Detective Sgt. Ronald Wisehart, the department
has received reports that quick change artists may be working in the Paducah and Princeton areas. Wisehart said they are entering businesses and
asking for change for large bills, then trying to confuse the clerks into giving
them more money back than the original amount..Initial reports indicate that
it may be a male and female team.

FIVE ACRES DESTROYED BY FIRE
A brush and field fire off Hwy. 280 and Dr. Douglas Road March 10 burned
approximately five acres of land owned by Bruce Ottway. According to Mike
Sykes, Calloway County Fire-Rescue public information officer, firefighters
responded to the fire. at noon and were on the scene for approximately two
hours. Sykes said the fire was difficult to contain because of gusty winds.
The cause has not been determined. Two brush trucks, 2 tankers, 2 pumpers and 11 men from the Calloway County Fire-Rescue squad responded
to the fire.

STEREO EQUIPMENT STOLEN
Lynal Hood, N. Seventh Street, reported to the Murray Police Department
that between noon and 5:30 p.m. March 10, someone entered his home and
stole stereo equipment and a leather jacket.
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Richard Scott
Our Newest Salesman

To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Brereton C. Jones, Governor
Honorable George H. Weeks, County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying statement of assets, liabilities, and
fund balances arising from cash transactions of Calloway County, Kentucky,
as of June 30, 1992, and the related statement of cash receipts, cash
disbursements, and changes in cash balances for the year then ended.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General
of the United States, the provisions of Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Circular A-128, Audits of State and Local Governments, and the Audit
Guide for Fiscal Court-WaTis issued by thi-XUaitor of Public Accounts,
5WiFiTgiwealth of KentuckT--Triose standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on
a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Calloway County, Kentucky, prepares its financial statements on
a prescribed basis of accounting that demonstrates compliance with the cash
basis and laws of Kentucky, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than generally accepted accounting principles. Consequently, certain
revenues and the related assets are recognized when received rather than
when earned, and certain expenses are recognized when paid rather than when
a liability is incurred. This cash basis system does not require the maintenance of a general fixed asset group or general long-term debt group of
accounts. Accordingly, the accompanying financial statements are not
intended to present financial position and results of operations in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the assets, liabilities, and fund balances
arising from cash transactions of Calloway County, Kentucky, as of June 30,
1992, and the related statement of cash receipts, cash disbursements, and
changes in cash balances for the year then ended, in conformity with the
cash basis of accounting described above.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial
statements of Calloway County, Kentucky, taken as a whole. The accompanying
additional information, provided on Schedules A through F, including the
schedule of federal financial assistance is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial statements.
This information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the financial statements
taken as a whole.
Respectfully submitted,

a
A. B. Chandler III
Auditor of Public Accounts
Audit fieldwork completed October 27, 1992
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to the fiscal court.
KRS 43.090(2) requires that this letter be published in this newspaper.
Copies of the complete audit report, including the accompanying financial statements and
additional information, are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor of
Public Accounts, 144 Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

Besides Frank, the 1993 Crime
Stoppers officers include: vice
president, Bob Cornelison; secretary, Ricky Harris; treasurer,
Nancy Geiger; and executive
committee board member, Tripp
Furchess.

Local News Roundup

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury Introduces...
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

recovery of stolen property and
provided important leads into
finding those who committed the
thefts," Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins said.
"It think it will be very helpful," Calloway County Sheriff
J.D. Williams said. "They have
the organization in other counties
and it seems to be working."
Current rewards outstanding
include those for the stabbing at
Coastal Mart, South 12th Street;
both burglaries at the Petro station, U.S. 641 N.; campaign sign
vandalism; graffiti painting in the
county; and the burglary at the
Harold Hurt residence.
Killebrew said information is
still needed on all of those
crimes.
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Richard Scott

We at Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury introduce
Richard Scott, the newest member of our awardwinning sales staff.
A native of Reidland, Scott is married to the
former Teresa Ramage and they have four
children: Amber,eight; Andy,four; Michelle, three
and Jace, seven months.
Scott joins other staff members at Parker Ford
including: Nick Ryan, Ron Wright, Larry McCully,
Thomas Jones, Joe Atkins and Dwight McDowell.
Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury has long been
recognized as the area's most experienced dealer
having served the area for65 years. They have for
the past seven years been awarded the Chairman's Award for Customer Satisfaction.
Scott invites all to come by and meet him at his
new location. He is ready to assist you in selecting
just the right Ford, Lincoln or Mercury vehicle for
your needs!

•

Subscribe!

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*

'You Will Be Satisfied.'
FORD

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY

FREE ESTIMATES

LINCOLN

701 Main St.

Murray, KY

(502)753-5273

CALL
753-7020
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News of the World
RODNEY KING ADMITS TO FAULTY MEMORY
LOS ANGELES — Put through a wearying cross-examination, Rodney King
admitted to lies, contradictions and memory lapses, confessing he was not
too sure about his earlier claim that police had taunted him with racial slurs.
"I forget a lot of things that happened that night," the black motorist said
before stepping down from the stand Wednesday But King insisted he
didn't deserve the 1991 police beating, even though he had been speeding
and drunk. During his two days on the stand. King wandered and grew
weary but kept his cool, even under harsh cross-examination Officers Theodore Boson°, Laurence Powell and Timothy Wind and Sgt. Stacey Koon are
charged with violating King's civil rights during the beating, in which King
was clubbed and kicked while an onlooker videotaped the scene

ASPIN SAYS MORE BASES WILL CLOSE
WASHINGTON — New defense spending cuts began to hit home with some
early word on base closings and a warning from Defense Secretary Les
Aspin that the next batch of closures won't be the last. Aspin, set to
announce the military's suggested base hit list, warned lawmakers in a
memo Wednesday that their constituents will have more pain to swallow in
the coming years. "I am confident ... future changes will decrease force
structure and will require more, not fewer, base closures than those I will
recommend at this time," he said Senate sources said lawmakers should
begin receiving word on closures today, but word already was leaking out
on which bases will be affected, drawing swift protests.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER ARRESTED IN BOMBING
NEWARK, NJ. — The second person arrested on charges of helping to carry out the World Trade Center bombing was identified as Palestinian'
American chemical engineer believed to have the know-how to mix explosives. Nidal Ayyad, 25, was arrested Wednesday by the FBI at his home in
Maplewood. Like Mohammed Salameh, he was charged with aiding and
abetting in the Feb. 26 bombing that killed at least five people and injured
about 1,000. The men had a joint bank account, authorities said. And investigators believe the bombing was financed with $8,000 wired from Europe to
the account, The New York Times reported today, citing unidentified law
enforcement sources. Authorities would not specify what role Ayyad was
alleged to have played in the bombing. But FBI agent James Esposito said:
"By his educational background he has expertise that lends itself to this kind
of crime. He certainly has some expert knowledge because of his training in
the chemical engineering field."

COMMITTEE APPROVES DEFICIT REDUCTION
WASHINGTON — The House Budget Committee approved the outlines of a
giant deficit reduction largely reflecting President Clinton's priorities, and
Senate budget writers are preparing to endorse a similar package. Democrats controlling the House budget panel won approval of a blueprint of Clinton's plan Wednesday night on a party-line vote of 26-17. The savings outlined in the House package, if enacted in future legislation, would reduce
deficits over the next five years by $510 billion. That would make it the biggest deficit-reduction plan ever, exceeding the savings in the 1990 budget
agreement by more than $10 billion. "We think we have a good product,"
said committee Chairman Martin Olav Sabo, D-Minn. He predicted passage
by the full House next week.

Aasociated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — They
once were friends — prominent
lobbyist Jay Spurner and gubernatorial aide Bruce Wilkinson"
They socialized, talked politics
and attended horse races together.
But on Wednesday, Spurrier
became his old friend's accuser.
He testified that he paid Wilkinson $20,000 to influence the arbitration of a bitter and costly dispute between rival race tracks in
Henderson.
Wilkinson has denied taking a
payoff. His trial on charges of
mail fraud and conspiracy to
commit extortion entered a fourth
day today in U.S. District Court.
Spurrier told the jury that
Wilkinson was to persuade his
uncle, then-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, to appoint an arbitrator,
which the governor had previously refused to do. He then was to
make sure the arbitrator sided

with Riverside Downs, a harness
track, to break a rival thoroughbred track's monopoly on
rights to conduct lucrative intertrack wagering.
"Our plan .., to get a favorable
decision in the case was to give
Bruce Wilkinson $20,000," said
Spurrier, who once was chairman
of the state harness racing
commission.
Asked if he actually paid Wilkinson, Spurner replied: "Yes sir,
I did."
Wilkinson, 40, of Richmond,
was in charge of appointments to
state boards and commissions
during his uncle's administration.
His attorneys have attacked Spurrier as a confessed felon who
implicated a friend in the hope of
getting a reduced prison sentence.
Spurner pleaded guilty May 22
to extortion and wire fraud —
one of nine convictions the government has obtained to date in a
corruption investigation codenamed Boptrot. Spurrier faces as

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Gov. Brereton Jones' health-care
coordinator acknowledged that
Jones may have to come up with
an alternative to his two reform
plans, but Jones still insists any
reform plan must extend insurance coverage to all Kentuckians.
Jones said Wednesday lie cannot support any reform proposal
that stops short of insurance
coverage for all, as do some
plans by legislators and others.

But Robert Slaton, the governor's health-care coordinator,
said because of widespread concern by some legislators and
small businesses, a so-called Plan
C "may ver-y well be necessary
as a compromise." In Plan C, the
state would bffer low-cost insurance but people might not have to
buy it.
Jones, however, reiterated that
he still insists that any reform
plan not just give Kentuckians a

1987.
"I don't know anything that's
closer to the guy's heart," Spurrier said.
Spurrier told McBee that Hall
and other organizers of the fund
raiser wanted people who would
give at least $2,5130 apiece, and
the event had to take place before
Jones was sworn in as governor
the following month.
There was nothing unusual

Slaton at a discussion sponsored
by the Louisville Forum.
Slaton acknowledged that
administration officials have
informally discussed a Plan C but
said in an interview that nothing
is official. And he warned against
counting out Jones' first two
plans, saying many former foes
have changed their minds after
learning more.
"I saw (Jones) persuade a lot
of people," Slaton said.

chance to buy coverage
"Do you think the Social Security system would work if it
were voluntary'?" Jones said to a
reporter after outlining his reform
plan to a Louisville business
audience.
Jones and Slaton both fielded
questions in Louisville on Wednesday about Jones' proposals —
the governor before about 600
people at the Bomhard Theater at
the Kentucky Center for the Arts.

II Benton...
FROM PAGE 1
was designed to encourage abortion foes to harass doctors working at clinics run by Gunn.
The slaying follows claims by
clinics and abortion-rights activists that abortion foes are resorting to more extreme tactics. In
San Diego this week, activists
sprayed five clinics with a foulsmelling chemical, police said.
"It's wrong to take life. Every
life has a value, even if it's an
abortionist," said Don Trcshman,
head of the anti-abortion group
Rescue America in Houston,
which helped direct the Pensacola
protest.
Trcshman said his group is setting up a fund for Griffin's wife
and two young daughters. He
stressed the money would not be
a legal defense fund. i
"We know that the abortionist
is well taken care of.... But there
is a financial strain for the assailant," Treshman said.

Located on beautiful Kentucky Lake - Seats 47

OPEN FRIDAY, MARCH 12
Breakfast Served Daily • Delicious Lunch Menu
Homemade Desserts
Open Mon.-Thurs. 530 sm.-3 p.m., Fri.-Sun. 530 a.m.-5 p.m.
-We're Looking Forward To A Great Season!

Manager Jennie Nesbitt

Radio!hack
/\A

much as 25 years in prison, but
prosecutors agreed to recommend
a lesser sentence if he
cooperated.
Spurrier said he met Bruce
Wilkinson in the early 1980s.
when his uncle built a Frankfort
hotel that would become a magnet for legislators and lobbyists.
Bruce Wilkinson aspired to be a
lobbyist himself and wanted to
learn about the General Assembly, Spurrier said.
"He was a good student. He
met people well, he was friendly,
and they liked him," Spurner
said. After Wallace. Wilkinson
was elected in 1987, "I always
communicated with Bruce" in
dealing with the governor's
office, Spurrier said.
The jury Wednesday heard
several secretly recorded conversations in which the payoff and
arbitration scheme were discussed. But Wilkinson's name
was not mentioned, and prosecutors have not said what happened
to the money he allegedly took.

Hurry!
Sale ends Sunday!
Over sixty models
to choose from!

...and talks about raising money for Jones
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
federal court jury today heard
two admitted felons talking about
fixing a state arbitration case.
Then they deftly switched subjects — to raising money for
Gov. Brereton Jones.
The conversation was recorded
by FBI wiretap Nov. 13, 1991, in
a telephone call between former
lobbyists Jay Spurrier and Bill
McBee. A tape of the conversation was played today for a U.S.
District Court jury in the trial of
former gubernatorial aide Bruce
Wilkinson, who is accused of taking a $20,000 payoff from
Spurrier.
On the tape, Spurrier tells
McBee that he and Jack Hall,
who was Jones' chief fund raiser,
are going to help host a party to
help Jones recoup a small fortune
he had spent to get himself
elected lieutenant governor in
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Health-care advisor says alternate plan may be needed

Spurrier says he'máe payoff to Wilkinson...
By CHARLES WOLFE
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about simultaneously seeking
favors from -an administration
that was going out and a new
administration coming in, Spurrier said on the witness stand
today.
"You kind of switch your
hats," he said. "In my business,
it was constant. ... It's just the
political game. You got out and
raise money, and people know
you raised money."
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Letters to the Editor
Askfewer self-serving questions
Dear Editor:
The article "Terrorism Crosses Our Borders" (March 1), written by
Stacey Crook, was one that brought attention to the fact that we never
really understand things until we experience them. Unfortunately the
tragedy at the World Trade Center is one that makes us ask questions.
Many of these questions should be pondered, not just after someone
has been evaporated in a bombing in New York, but should be asked
with regularity.
Crook's worthy premise that if it doesn't happen to us then we carry on with our lives as if these things were fiction or a fabrication of
the news is accurate. However, I would like to look at the questions
she has raised to see if these may help us understand why this happened and how we can use this as some lesson to guide our future
actions. The three questions she raises are: (I) "...what do we have in
store next?"(2)"...blow a hole the size of Rhode Island...through (the
Trade Center)?" and (3) "Gee, what did we do to make so many people mad?"
I submit Crook has the right to raise any questions she pleases, but
1 cannot help but wonder if these are a bit self-serving and provincial.
Not to cast dispersions on Crook, but one wonders whether these
kinds of questions are adequate to help us make sense of this ordeal.
Shouldn't we have asked some questions before this happened?
Why do so many people become mad at the United States? To make
a point, she states it is not sufficient to see a tragedy on television. In
order for it to matter, it has to be close to home, i.e. "...a band of
teed-off Bosnians driving a TNT-laden Chevy through the front door
of the Murray National Guard Armory" would be sufficient. 1 find it
interesting the example she chose to use in making her point. What
does she know about Bosnians? In fact, what do we know about Bosnians, and does it matter that we know anything? Maybe categorical
statements to make a point is acceptable, or is it? Does it again show
that our regard for others is so minimal that it gives us license to
make such a statement, or is it a fact that since the United States is
bigger and stronger, nowhere close to the action in Bosnia, that it does
not matter how we make our points? You see, there is a Bosnian in
the city of Murray, an exchange professor from the University of Sarajevo, who has lost all of his worldly possessions. He has been separated from his family for more than seven months, and he hasn't had
any thoughts of blowing up our buildings. He just would like to be
reunited with his family and be able to return to his homeland to see
his 80-year old father who is cold and starving. Is this a reason for us
in Murray to know more about Bosnia? The fact is that Bosnia has
come to us, but has that mattered? Should that matter?
Crook also says that we give "money to any begging nation." I suspect by the tenor of this comment she would not have been in favor of
the Marshall Plan that helped rebuild Europe at the end of World War
II. In retrospect, some of our best foreign aid dollars were spent at
that time. With the fall of Communism, should we not have provided
a similar plan to rebuild those countries so these people could be selfsufficient?
The questions we seem to ask are too simple, too related to what
will be my gain/our gain if we provide a hand-out. In fact, the word
"hand-out" says a lot. It is a rather condescending way of saying we
are helping you, you are not an equal, you are less of a person. We are
saying, "we pity you." Then after our largess don't we expect the recipients to return something to us? Does this kind of behavior endear us
to the people of the world? Why do we make so many people mad?
It appears to me the idea of helping others should be done because
we want to do it, not because we are obligated. We should help others
because that is our duty as human beings. Religion aside, shouldn't
we want to help all people, no strings attached? Would we not want
the same consideration if we were in trouble and needed assistance?
What other questions should we ask ourselves? What kind of neighbor are we in our local and world communities? How would we want
things to be done if we were in a similar situation? What does membership in the world community mean?
Just asking why a building is being bombed is not sufficient.
Should we not be asking the kinds of questions that would enable us
to become better neighbors? Is it possible that if we asked fewer selfserving questions and more community-minded questions then would
we ever have to raise the question "what did we do to make so many
people mad?"
Joseph A. Baust Sr.
1519 London Drive, Murray
Mr. Baust — Thank you for your letter. After reading and re-reading
both your letter and Stacey's column, I'd like to offer the following
observations as a reply: You've raised several fine points that, admittedly, we as a nation and as individuals should think about, but I don't
see the connection between those points and Stacey's column. You
point to three questions she raised and term them self-serving and provincial, but fail to note the first — and central — question her column
asked: "How could devastation like this happen in our own backyard?" That was the subject of the column — as Stacey concluded,
"my safe little bubble has been burst....I am not guaranteed safety. In
reality, no one ever said that the U.S. is exempt from terroristic
attacks." The column was about Americans waking up lc, the reality of
terrorism, not about the pros and cons of foreign aid or about the situation in Bosnia, or asking why the building was bombed. Her comments about foreign aid — and "unsolicited advice to 'lesser nations- were designed to point out the illusion of American omnipotence,
not to link such foreign aid to the bombing, and her phrase "teed-off
Bosnians" could just as easily have said "Arabs," "Irish" or any other
nationality. And her final comment "Gee, what did we do to make so
many people mad?" is clearly a rhetorical question. Was her column
adequate to help us make sense of the World Trade Center bombing?
Probably not, but how can anyone make any sense at all out of a terrorist action?
—Daniel T. Parker

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and telephone number included in
case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be mom than 500 words. Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter in the Editor, Murray Ledger 81 Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

A pleafor discussion on thejail
If nothing else, I had hoped
that a recent series on the jail that
I worked on with fellow reporter
Stacey Crook would generate
dialogue.
So far, the series hasn't created
any communication between the
people who have the power to
make decisions and that's the
judge/executive and the
magistrates.
For the last two years, the jail
has not been in compliance with
state standards. Many of those
standards were developed as a
result of lawsuits brought by
inmates against local
governments.
The problems arise when the
state enacts requirements but
doesn't allocate money to help
local governments meet those
standards. Such is the case with
the jail standards.
Technically, the jail is supposed to hold prisoners for only
12 hours. After that time, they
are supposed to be transported to
a qualified jail.
Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks said
during the Fiscal Court meeting
Tuesday that the series was the
result of a plot by the Kentucky
Corrections Cabinet "to intimidate" the court.
In reality, the series came as a
result of% a story I did in January
on the latest action by the state

department concerning the jail.
Stacey went to the jail to take a
photo to go with the story.
While she was there, she
learned about the crowded conditions and the lack of security.
After Stacey interviewed Jailer
Pat Paschall and the deputy jailers, she began talking about
doing a series on the jail.
I did interview Robert Vowel],
director of jails for Kentucky.
But in no way did Powell initiate
the series with me or Stacey.
Besides that, even if he did, the
point is not where did the series
come from but the fact that we
have legitimate problems with
our jail.
I watched Tuesday as Calloway County Attorney David Harrington and Magistrate Dan Miller tried to talk about the ,county's
liability.
Discussion didn't go very far.
I believe that Wcaks, the
magistrates, Paschall and Harrington all have ideas about the
jail.

Instead, discussion always
seems to center around building a
new facility and raising taxes.
A new jail may not be the right
thing for Calloway, just as transporting prisoners may not be the
total answer.
Believing the state department's standards are "arbitrary
and capricious" has led Wcaks to
battle them in court. A move I
believe is only a tactic to draw
out the tough decisions that are
going to have to be made sometime. No one involved believes
the county will win the case in
court.
The state requirements include
such things as video monitoring
systems, electronic safety systems, a private strip search area,
a medical examining room and
recreation room.
A playground? Maybe.
But adequate safety measures
such as safety doors, video
cameras and a sprinkler system
aren't playground equipment.
•
f.•

They also don't guarantee that an
accident isn't going to happen,
but they lessen the chances of
someone being hurt.
Marshall County Judge/
Executive Mike Miller told me
that it is hard to accept that prisoners in his jail "live better" than
many of his senior citizens.
I know that is how everyone
feels. But then, how should prisoners be treated?
What conditions do you want
your son or daughter to be
exposed to if they are arrested
and lodged in the jail?
None of this is an argument for
or against a new jail. But it is a
plea for discussion and factfinding.
Hopefully in the future, some
research can be done. Maybe discussions about what other counties have done or will do can
help.
Examining the operating
budgets of such new jails as Marshall and Graves will also answer
questions. The questions are complex and the answers will be too.
Maybe someday the people
who are responsible for making
decisions will be able to sit down
together and discuss our options.
Until then, we can all sit back
and enjoy the court of appeals
roller coaster ride.
Fasten your scat belts.
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Congress immune to pressure, not pain
WASHINGTON — In the last
rites for doomed military bases,
Congress and the White House
spread the blame.
The system is immunized
against deathbed political revivals; once the base-closing casualty list is set, as it will be this
summer, there's no changing it.
Congress can only vote it up or
down, and the drive for spending
cuts makes acceptance, however
reluctant, a sure thing.
So the lobbying, protests and
demands for change began in
advance, at the Capitol and in
states and cities with bases at
risk, arguing the case and making
the record.
The clamor may not force
changes, but even the effort can
offer political shelter when shutdowns hit home base, costing
jobs and battering business. So
do the all-or-nothing House and
Senate votes, and even that can
be avoided. Congress can simply
accept the closing list by doing
nothing.
President Clinton is out of the
line of political fire, too — an
inherited panel he chose to leave
in place will make final baseclosing selections for him to send
to Congress next summer.
The White House has been
emphasizing his passive role.
"The president doesn't have anything to do with that until July
1," press secretary Dee Dee
Myers said Wednesday, "and

PERSPECTIVE ON

Pourics

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
even at that point doesn't have a
whole lot of impact on the actual
decisions."
The process starts at the Pentagon, which put together the list of
about 30 suggested shutdowns.
Defense Secretary Les Aspin was
at the Capitol on Tuesday hearing
appeals from former congressional colleagues trying to avoid
shutdowns in their states and
districts.
He promised reviews, expressed concern about the economic
impact of base closings, but was
said to have made no commitments to change. His final list is
due Friday.
It goes to the eight-member
Base Closure and Realignment
Commission, a bipartisan panel
appointed by President Bush.
Clinton could have chosen a new
commission, although he had
little time for it since the deadline
was only five days after his
inauguration.
Besides, he's better off politically with a Republican-led panel
handling the no-win job of select-

ing bases to be shut down.
The Senate confirmed the commission members a week ago,
just as the clamor over word of
recommended closings was starting. James Courter, the chairman
and a former Republican congressman from New Jersey, said
economic impact will be a factor
in judging which bases to shut
down, but military value comes
first.
Courier's commission has until
June 1 to decide whether to alter
the Pentagon list, adding or sparing bases. In two prior rounds of
base closings, the Pentagon lists
haven't changed much.
The commission's final report
to Clinton is due by July 1. He
has until July 15 to send it on to
Congress, to take effect after 45
days unless both houses vote to
reject it.
So there's enough political
insulation to go around.
Congress couldn't bring itself
to close a major military installation for 11 years before the commission was tried in 1988. Since

then, nearly 50 major bases have
been ordered shut down, though
so far only two have been completely closed.
Aspin warned Congress in a
memo Wednesday that "there are
going to have to be more, not
fewer" base closings than he
recommends in this round, as
military spending and forces are
reduced. Clinton seeks to cut
$122 billion from defense
budgets over the next five years.
The president is trying to ease
the economic impact with a fouryear defense conversation plan to
assist workers and areas affected
by defense industry cutbacks as
well as base closings.
Congress appropriated S1.7 billion for defense conversion
efforts; the Clinton plan would
use that and seek more.
But at the same time, Democratic senators from two states
with targeted bases, California
and Connecticut, argue that base
closings would more than offset
any boost they would gain from
Clinton's earlier proposals for
jobs and public works spending
to stimulate the economy.
As for the politics of it, Willie
Brown, speaker of the California
Assembly, said the state could be
affected so adversely "that Californians would not forget it, short
term or long term."
No dates, but long term could
be taken to mean 1996.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Chinese native visits MSU;
gives dance demonstrations

Landscape
paintings
featured at
Eagle Gallery
The Murray State UniversityEagle Art Gallery will hold a
reception and symposium beginning at 6 p.m. Tuesday. March
16, as part of its "Changing
Landscapes" painting exhibition.
At the 7 p.m. symposium, Dr.
Katherine Manthorne of the University of Illinois. Champaign,
will address "The New World
Landscape." Manthorne will discuss changes in landscape rendering resulting from discovering
and experiencing new lands.
Also at the symposium, Dr.
Peggy Schrock, assistant Murray
State art professor, will present
"Landscape Painting in Context."
Albert F. Sperath, director of
University galleries, is curator for
the exhibition. After the symposium, participants will have a
chance to view paintings loaned
to the Eagle Gallery by museums
and galleries in Lexington and
Louisville.
Among the pieces on loan are
seven landscape paintings from
the JBSpeed Art Museum of
Louisville.
More recent pieces included in
the exhibit were selected from
regional artists, such as Robert
Stagg, who depicts roads and
their effect on the landscape for
inspiration. Also, Harlan Hubbard, a Kentuckian known for his
pioneering, painting and musical
talent, is represented with a classic 1930s work of a hillside view
in northern Kentucky.
The landscape exhibition will
continue at the gallery through
March 28. For more information,
call the gallery at 762-3052.

Mei-Hsiu Chan, a native of
Taipei, Taiwan, will visit Murray
State University for a dance residency March 14-21.
While at Murray State, she will
teach a new dance to students in
the MSU Dance Theatre Company, present an informal lecture
demonstration on "Classical
Chinese Dance and Chinese Culture" and perform for children in
an after-school program at Roherston Elementary School.
Chan's informal lecture
demonstration is scheduled at
12:30 p.m. March 19, in the
Dance Studio at the back of
Lovett Auditorium. Both college
and community members are welcome to attend the free event.
Chan will present movement,

language, music and costumes of
China in order to share her country's culture.
"Chan is a captivating performer, plus very engaging personally," Jean Elvin, director of the
MSU Dance Theatre Company,
said. "I think everyone who comes to the lecture demonstration
will want to know more about her
andher __country."
Elvin met Chan while at Arizona State University and they were
the only two graduate' students to
enter the dance program in the
fall of 1985.
"When she formed her dance
company in 1987, I was a founding member and performed with

the group for two years. Among
the repertory is a dance called
'Phoenix Sword,' which I will
Cplert,"
perform at the Spring ,
Elvin said.
The Spring Concert will be
presented at 8 p.m. April 22-24 in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Chan, an international perfomrer and former member of The
Chinese Acrobats, will be a featured performer, along with the
MSU Dance Theatre Company.
Chan's residency is sponsored
by the MSU. Dance Program, the—.
Office of Minority Student
Affairs and the Office of
Academic Affairs.
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Cain's 2nd Annual

TRUCK SALE

Piano students of Joyce
Herndon will present a
Senior Recital on March 14
at 3 p.m. in the Recital Hall
Annex of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at Murray
State. Performing selections
from works by Bach, Debussy, Chopin, Haydn and
Moszkowski will be (from
left): Sarah Richter, daughter of Fred and Margaret
Richter; Dusty Wilson, son
of Bobby and Glenda Wilson
and Paige Alcott, daughter
of Steve and Paula Alcott.
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March 16
Symposium — The New
World Landscape by Dr.
Katherine Manthorne;
Landscape Painting in Context by Dr. Peggy Elaine
Schrock. Begins at 7 p.m.
Room 423, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Reception
begins at 6 p.m. Free to
public.

March 3through April 4, 1993!

FREE!
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March 20 — 28
High School Art Exhibition
— KAEA Purchase/
Pennyrilc Regional AllState Competition, free at
Clara Eagle Gallery.

List $12,818

GET FREE GIFTS FROM GE WHEN YOU BUY SELECTED GE APPLIANCES!

March 18
Meeting — Camera Club,
free, 7 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.
March 19 — 21
Theatre Production — "The
Odd Couple (Female Version)" Begins at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 2 p.m.
Sunday at Playhouse in the
Park, admission charged.

3,9 Magnum V-6 180 HP
5 Speed Manual
Air Conditioning
Tilt/Cruise
Sliding Rear Window
AM/FM/Cassette
Light Group
Tachometer
Fold Down Armrest
Chrome Step Bumper
4800 Lb Towing Capacity
*6937

$399
Potscrubber "
Dishwasher

FREEZER
INTERIOR
LIGHT

52 Magnum V-8 230 H P
4 Speed Automate
AM/FM/Cassette
Tilt/Cruise
Power Windows/Locks
Air Conditioning
Sliding Rear Window
235/75 Owl Tires
Cast Aluminum Wheels
Electric 6x9 Mirrors
Chrome 5000 Lb Cap Step Bumper
#6843 or #5723

,
60**
'13 890
List $17,781

Plus
Free Bedllner
(A $29500 Value)

'93 DODGE RAM 350 LE DUALLY
Cummins Turbo Diesel
5 Speed Manual 0 D
Anti-Spin Differential
7600 Lb Rear Spnngs
Tilt/Cruise
Power Windows/Locks
AM/FM/Cassette
Clearance Lights
Full S420 Spare Tire
Electric 6x9 Mirrors
Air Conditioning
Sliding Rear Window

Light Group
Chrome Step Bumper
#5458
List $22,826

$19 59910**
Plus
Fres Bedllner
(A $29500 Value)

C) Profile
'93 DODGE RAM 350 CLUB CAB LE •
Model TBX19PAS
SmartSpaceforflexiblefood storage...
EnergySmart to save you money!
• 19.1 cu. ft. capacity; 5.39 Cu. ft. freezer.
• Adjustable split and full-width glass shelves.
• Adjustable door bins hold gallon containers
in fresh food and freezer.
• Snit( k pan with adjustable temperature.

$799

Model GSD112OR
4 cycles/ 13 options. POTSCRUBBER
cycle and Water Saver cycle. MultiOrbit'° wash system. Super Upper
Rack with cup shelf. QuietPower1.
Wash System. Up to 6-hr. delay start.

$399

FREE delivery • FREE normal installation
FREE removal of old as iliances

Murray Appliance & TV
Your General Lillis-iv, .Ie.nts Air & RCA Applitince Detilur In 31titt tis

212 E. 111ain St.

753 l.)()

Cummins Turbo Diesel
HO. 4 Speed Automate
Anti-Spn Differential
Super Duty Trans 01 Coder
Tilt/Cruise
Power Windows/Locks
AM/FM/Cassette
Sliding Rear Window
Light Group
Chrome Step Bumper

89108

75820**
23
List $26.422

Plus
Free Benner
(A $29500 Value)

'Plus Tay. Promos Fee $25. Title, Lemnos
DOR* Retains F•caory Incentives I My
—Includes IWO Ooelp Truck Bonus EtIaltuthy

Cain's
AAfffAGE
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 It • Murray - 753-6448

,"•

MURRAY TODAY
Roberts-Dycus vows to be said

CALENDAR
Thursday, March 11
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.

Thursday, March II
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of
World/6 p.m./Log Cabin
Restaurant.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray
Chapter No. 50 Royal and
Masters/7:3 0
Select
p.m./Masonic Hall.

Murray City Council/5
p.m./Murray City Half.
Calloway County School Board
of Education meeting/7
p.m./board office.

"
.0.
TAT: delie,...L.1
THEATRES;
1:30
3:50
7:15
9:25

Spring Style Shows on Tuesday

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Home Missionaries Rev. and
Mrs. Kevin Hopper/7
p.m./Lake-Land Apostolic
Church. In1o/759-1602.

1:30

Best of the Best H 3:30
7:15
9:25

(R)

Friday, March 12
Laryngectomee Support
Group/2 p.m./private dining room
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

1:30

Groundhog Day 3:30
(PG)

7:00
9:10

Untamed Heart
(PG13)

1:30
3:25
7:10
9:06

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

GSM
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Bargain Night Is Thursday

Rent your movies • at the movies!.
10014 Chestnut 5 753.3:114
Open 11:am to 10:pm

7*
.. ;
4:if•

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' ,activities. Country breakfast/9 a.m. and
National Geographic movie/10
a.m.

(Cont'd on page 7)

4

Spring Is Just Around The Corner
Come see our spring selection of...
'Sunflower Panetn Mugs, Bowls,
*Picnic Baskets
Serving Plates
*Decorative Candle Holders
'Daffodil Panera Serving Pitchers &
"Faster Picture Frames
Mugs
*Watermelon & Grape
Serving Pitchers
•Bridal Registry Arailahlr•

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1162

109 S. 4th St.

5.* _

Deena Blalock, hair stylist,
has joined the salon staff
at Debbie & Company.
Debbie Shapla Owner'Stylist
Deena`Blalock - Stylist

Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a "Looking for
Spring" luncheon on Tuesday,
March 16, from 12 noon to 2
p.m. at Mayflower Restaurant,
Holiday Inn. The cost of the
luncheon will be $6 per person.
Susan Harris of Nashville,
Tenn., will be the guest speaker.
She is a housewife and enjoys
swimming, camping, reading,
cross-stitching and lunch with the
girls. She worked as an executive
secretary and administrative
assistant until her daughter,
Amanda, now 11, was born; and
most recently worked in public
relations/marketing for some
small businesses in Nashville.
Her husband, Dennis, is director
of Management Information Systems for Genesco, Inc.
Courtney Adams will be the
soloist. A junior at Murray High
School, she is the daughter of
Bill and Genevieve Adams. She
is a boys' varsity cheerleader and
a member of FHA, FBLA, and
Tr -Alpha at school; and active in
Acteens and Youth Choir at her
church.
Mitzi Key, an Interior Designer
with Terry's Paint and Decorating Center, will present a special
feature on "Window Treatments."

She recently attended Southern
Decorating Products Association
in Atlanta where she took a test
for Alternative Window Treatment and attended a seminar for
"What's New in Window Treatment." She is also qualified for
wall covering, floor covering and
paint. She and her husband, Rodney, live in Murray. The daughter
of Rob and Linda McCallon of
Murray, she received her B.S. in
Housing and Interior Design from
Murray State University.
Reservations should be made
by Sunday evening, March 14, by
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
Cancellations should be made by
calling Sherry Edwards,
753-8034.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations
may be made by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Melva Cooper,
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

Deena Blalock

Diana Darnell - Nail TechnieianIStylial
Sue Sammons - Stylist

753-1181

Former students and friends of
Benton High School are invited
to a reunion and open house on
Sunday afternoon, March 21.
To run from I to 4 p.m. in the
school gymnasium, the occasion
will be the last opportunity to
visit the building, which is scheduled for demolition in April.
A general assembly will begin
at 3 p.m. in the gymnasium of
Benton Middle School.
Orders will be taken for bricks
and pieces of the gymnasium
floor from the old Benton High

School building, which most
recently has served as Benton
Elementary School.
Proceeds from that sale, along
with the sale of a history book
with photographs compiled by
Mrs. Reba Dodds and a video,
will be used to establish a scholarship fund.
A scholarship to be known as
the Friends and Alumni of Benton High School Scholarship will
be awarded each year from that
fund to a graduating senior at
Marshall County High School.

* '59 for frame & single vision lenses
Ot

\* 879 for frame & bifocal lenses
• rarnes from select group Certain restrictions apply
All meta credit cards accepted

Olympic

fieR

[TOIL ...lionpel

305 N. 12th St.

University Square
753-7441

- SEAFOOD • BAR-B-O - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
10

Hwy. 121 North • 759-1864
Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat
Club

oz.
Steak

$4.25
Tues., Wed. & Thurs
Shrimp Special

$3.75

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$4.25
Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham
Breakfast

- H3IMONYS - 0-9-HVB -

$3.15

-n 1
PLATE LUNCHES - STEAKS=

(excluding sets)

Sumrnersfajitical753-7063
i—
1 cn

All spring bottoms

Murdock shower on Saturday
A household shower for Ray and Linda Murdock and sons. Kyle, 14,
Lance, 7, and Trent, 4, whose home and contents were destroyed by fire
Tuesday night, will be Saturday, March 13, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the home of
Darrell Dana Beane, located one mile north of Lynn Grove. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend. For more information call 435-4228 or
435-4420.

Miracle Crusade planned Saturday
A Special One-Night Miracle Crusade will be Saturday, March 13, at 7
p.m. at Paducah J.C. Civic Center. The Rev. Larry McClure will be the
speaker. This will include special prayer for the sick and singing. The crusade will be sponsored by the Rev. McClure of Pentecostal Tabernacle of
Water Valley, the Rev. Dale Anderson of World of Life Church, Metropolis,
Ill., and the Rev. Shelby Underhill of Bethel Fellowship of Murray. The public
is invited to attend.

Dr. Paschall will speak at Oak Grove
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall will speak at Oak Grove Baptist Church on
Sunday, March 14, at 11 a.m. service. He is a former pastor of the church,
located two miles from Crossland, across the state line in Tennessee. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m., but no evening service will be held.

Shedd Breakfast on Saturday
The Shedd Academy Parent Council will hold its second annual Shedd
Pancake Breakfast on Saturday, March 13,from 6 to 11 a.m. at Mayfield City
High School. A donation of $3 is asked of each person. Children who are 5
years or less will not be charged. The breakfast helps to serve as a scholarship drive to help dyslexic and learning disabled students. Another part of
the pancake breakfast will be the "Meet the Candidates" forum with Virgil
Gilliam as master of ceremonies. For tickets or information call Debbie Taylor, office manager at Shedd Academy, 1-247-8007.

Friday night dinner scheduled
Murray Country Club will serve dinner on Friday, March 12. The menu will
be beef kabobs, salad, wild rice, vegetable, roll and dessert. The price will
be $9.50 per person. Reservations must be made by Friday morning by calling 753-6113.

Presbyterian men plan breakfast
A breakfast for all men and boys of First Presbyterian Church will be
Saturday, March 13, at 8 a.m, in the Fellowship Hall of the church. All men
and boys are urged to attend.

The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have its spring luncheon on
Wednesday, March 17, at noon at the club. Reservations should be made
by Monday, March 15, by calling Kathryn Outland at 753-3079 or Crystal
Parks at 753-4645.

Eyeglass
Extravaganza!

Early Spring Groups

Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its annual Spring
Style Shows on Tuesday, March 16, at noon and at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Forty-two models will present a total of 84 outfits for women, men
and children from Bright's, Corn-Austin, D.K. Kelly, Diana's LTD. The Edge,
Fashion Bug, Gene and Jo's, Mademoiselle Shop, JCPenney, Suzie 0
Shoppe, Mr. J's-Lady J's, Lad 8 Lassiter, and Young at Heart. Department
members said they appreciate the contributions of the models and participating stores. Proceeds will support music contests, scholarships, and other
community cultural events. Tickets are $7 for noon luncheon-show and $4
for 7 p.m. dessert-show, and may be purchased through Annie Nance at the
downtown Peoples Bank.

Oaks' ladies' luncheon on March 17

Reunion and open house
planned at Benton School

Open Mon.-Sat.

715 S. 12th

Christian Women's Club
plans luncheon Tuesday

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 -n 1

V-

Susan Harris

Courtney Adams

I

V

The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will have its annual luncheon to honor the recipients of the DAR Good Citizens' awards on Saturday. March 13, at
noon at Louie's Steak House, Murray. Honored will be Peter Johnson
of Murray High School, son of Michael and Marci Johnson, and
Matthew Price of Calloway County High School, son of Richard and
Rita Price. Mothers of the two high school seniors will also he special
guests.
The DAR chapter will present Johnson and Price with a Good Citizen pin, a certificate and a wallet card plus a monetary award at the
awards luncheon, according to Lula Belle Hodges, Good Citizens'
chairman. All members are urged to attend.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. lnfo/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
(R)

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Murray Independent Board of
Education/7 p.m.

Falling Down

JO'S DATEBOOK

Ola Mae Roberts of Murray and Richard Dycus of Paris, Tenn., will
be married in a private ceremony on Friday, March 19.
Miss Roberts is the daughter of the late David Onis and Rubene
Roberts of Rt. 4, Murray. She is employed at Peoples Bank.
Mr. Dycus is the son of Edward and Mable Dycus of Buchanan,
Tenn.
An open reception will be Sunday, March 28, from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
in the Community Room of the North Branch of Peoples Bank. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception.

aooAvas - HsiT

Lenten activities at church
St. Leo's Catholic Church has Lenten activities planned. A daily Mass will
be at noon with devotions and Stations of the Cross at 7 p.m. each Friday.
Also the annual fish fries will be at 5:30 p.m. on March 12, 19 and 26.

New program has been established
A new program offering homebound GED instruction has been established through a cooperative effort involving the Murray-Calloway County
Literacy Council, the Adult Learning Center at Murray State University, the
Family Resource Center with the Calloway County School System, and the
Murray City School System. For information on participation in this program,
call Family Resource Center, 753-3075, or the Adult Learning Center,
762-6971.

Bingo Play scheduled on Friday
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has started its Bingo Play each Friday
at 7 p.m. at Holiday Restaurant, Aurora. This is open to the public and will
be scheduled each Friday night until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo
play will go toward local projects of the Action Group including landscaping
in the area, tourism promotion, and help for needy persons in the area.

Family Reunion planned
The annual 'Family Reunion of the Yarbrough and Greer families will be
held Friday. July 16. at Kenlake State Park at Aurora. A banquet will be at 6
p.m. on Friday.'We would like to see all of you that descended from either
the Greer family or the Yarbrough family,' said Carl C. Lamb, organizer.
'Bring your clan, and we will all have some fun,' Lamb added. For further
information contact Carl C. Lamb, P.O. Box 243, Halifax, PA 17032, or call
1-717-896-3041 on or before Monday, March 15.

Senior Citizens plan fundraiser
Calloway County Senior Citizens Center has started a fund-raising event.
All residents in the county area will be contact by telephone and offered a
package of merchandise which contains a Living Will, a Power of Attorney,
a Medical Consent Document, a Life Saving CPR Manual, a Healing Foods
Cook Book, a 10x13 Family Portrait and a chdce of over 40 different items
of brand new merchandise for only $20. Eric Kelleher, directeor of Senior
Citizens, said the merchandise was donated to the center. The money
earned by the center will be used to help the local senior citizens which is a
United Way Agency. The fund-raising effort is expected to last from three to
four weeks.

Singles (SOS) plan dance Friday
Dance'
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor a 'St. Patrick's
Creason Building,
on Saturday. March 13, from 7:30 p.m to midnight at Joe
$5 per perBenton. Playing will be the Silver Creek Band. The cost will be
local group for
son. The Madisonville and Hopkinsville Groups will join the
at 9 a.m, for
this event. The Decorating Committee will meet Saturdaycenter to decobrunch at Lacey's Restaurant, Benton, and then go to the 753-0224.
rate. For information call Pamela. 753-7638, or Jeanne,

Hospital reports released
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Contract Bridge

Writers Potpourri will be
Saturday. March 12, at 9:30 a.m.
at the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
• • • •
I'm A Naughty Girl
By Charlie E. York
I'm a naughty girl
I'm busy as a bee.
I'll show you a conniption
if you pester me.
I roar like a tiger
I make a big fuss.
I can be a terror
and impetuous;
I can be a good girl
dripping with sugar and spice.
When I put on my best
manners
I can be very nice.
I can be a stinker
when I have a kicking fit.
But I can turn it off
and like a lady sit;
I can have a conniption
if I don't get my way.
But if you can get my attention
with obeisance I'll obey.
When everything goes my way
I forget about being bad.
I become a little lady
named Miss' Carly Ladd.
Snow-Fall in the Country
By Linda M. Siebold
Snow has fallen throughout the
night
And dressed the earth in raiment white.
Beneath the friendly streetlight's glow
Gleams the path of the county
plow.
On our mailbox diamonds
glisten
As to peaceful sounds I listen.
Our spruce, adorned with sparkling flakes,
Stands queenlike as a brisk
wind makes
A hollow 'round its curving
base
And forms a drift with steady
pace

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
March 9, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Across our small expanse of
McCoy twin baby boys, parents.
lawn...
Kellie and Ernest, 126 Anna St ,
A lovely sight this winter Cadiz,
Ramirez baby boy, parents. Rebecmorn.
ca and Anthony, Rt. 3, Box 354,
Murray
Dismissals
My Prayer
Miss Candace Teague and baby
By Wilma Jean Sanders
girl, 904 Riggins, Paris, Tenn.; Edward
In the wee small hours
McNabb, Rt. 7, Box 132, Murray'
Mrs Rhonda Beam, Rt, 2, Box 32,
When I can't sleep
Hazel; Mrs. Dorothy Jean Camp, 02
When I walk the floor
Coach Estates, Murray;
To pray and weep
Mrs. Glayds Logue, 204 East 14th
Lord still my thoughts
St., Benton; Mrs. Elsie Thurman, 825
Hurt Dr.. Murray;
Control my tongue
Rymon Sholar, 1803 Tobacco Port
So I hold to right
Rd., Bumphus Mills, Tenn.; Mrs. Luna
And flee from wrong
Ernstberger, P.O. Box 55, Dexter;
Let me be more like Christ
Edward Curd, Rt. 2, Bo8, Hazel;
From day to day
Mrs Darlene Calloway and baby boy,
Let my life be worthy
P.O. Box 1201, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Allana Adams and baby girl,
As I walk this way
A-1 Fox Meadows, Murray:
When temptations come
Mrs. Patricia Hunter and baby girl,
When my flesh is weak
Rt. 3, Box 379. Benton; Mrs. Mary Ann
Lord let me alivays
Clark, 2206 Quail Creek, Murray;
Mrs. Myrtle Byrd, Rt. 7, Box 153A,
Your counsel seek
Mayfield, Mrs. Carmine Wurtman and
Then not only ask
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 25C. Kuttawa.
But do Thy will
To occupy with honor
One newborn admission and
The place I fill.
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Life's Road
March 10, have been released as
By Marie Jarrett
I strolled along life's highways follows:
Newborn admission
With pleasure I chose my days
Sims baby boy, parents, Tammy
We chattered and giggled 'all and Roberts, Rt. 2, Box 277, Wingo.
the hours
Dismissals
We feated our eyes on birds
Ms. Mary Lawrence, RI 2, Box
212-A, Wingo; Mrs. Mable Moneypenand flowers
I learned so little within her ny, Rt. 1, Box 161-B, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.;
bowers.
Mrs. Loraine Proctor, 1200 Doran
• I struggled along on life's low Rd., Murray; Mrs. Kay Smith, P.O. Box
ways
With sadness and woe in my
days
We pushed onward tears fallNAVY SEAMAN ALIAS D.
ing each hour.
MIX, son of Alvin C. Mix Jr.
We gained some strength and
Rt. 6, Murray, recently completed
renewed powers
basic training at Recruit Training
I learned I must fight to reach
Command, San Diego, Calif.
towers.
strong
During the cycle. Mix was
I learned upon life's changing
taught general military subjects
road
designed to prepare him for furthI needed leisure as well as the er academic and on-the-job traingoad
ing in one of the Navy's 85 occuI needed the giggles as well as pational fields.
the tears
Studies include seamanship,
I needed the safetS, as well as close-order drill, naval history
the fears
and first aid.
I learned to take each day as I
A 1992 graduate of Palm Bay
trod
High School, Melbourne, Fla., he
From birth until the silence of joined the Navy in October 1992.
the sod.

SERVICE NOTES

AM VETS Auxiliary schedules activities
AMVETS Auxiliary Post 45
held its February meeting at the
post home at Paris Landing with
Bonnie Scott, president, presiding. Reports were by Jeri Willey,
secretary, and Shirley Fowler,
treasurer.
Members were urged to save
old eye glasses and cancelled
stamps for Gloria Green to give
to the Lions Club; and to save
Jim Adams receipts for a computer for Head Start for Benton
County.
Dorothy Edwards reported that
200 cards were sent in Valentine
mail call for service personnel.
Donations for the Bakeless
Bake Sale, chaired by Jan Doall,
can be mailed to her at Rt. 6, Box
24, Paris, Tenn.
Auxiliary t-shirts for $15 each
are available from Jean DeLuca.
If unable to get to the Post Home,
dues may be sent to the post at
Rt. 1, Box 89, Buchanan, Tenn.
38222.

. Bridal
, (.1 • ' Registry
Julie Kerlick &
Chris Kerlick
Tracy Foutch &
Richard Keith Williams
Leslie Lambert &
Tony Boone
Alicia Williams &
Frank Stallings
Kim Justus &
Mark Bazzell
Pam Magan &
Tony Barron
Sarah Coursey &
Tracy Curd
Yvonne Prichett &
Darren Hooper
Krista Raley &
Keith Harris
Stacey Phipps &
Doug Hearn
Michelle Paxton &
Ronnie Traversy
Sheri Wildey Troupe &
Darrell Troupe

Merl i

.11n. PlAcrT, Diwover
120513 Chestnut * 7511851

The post voted to make a donation of $25 to Murray-Calloway
County Need Line and to the
Food Bank at Paris, Tenn.
Angie Gardner is now serving
as president of West Tennessee
District and will have her first
meeting at Post 45 on Saturday,
March 27, at 1 p.m. Each one
should bring a dessert.
Jeri Willey is the new deputy
for Veterans Association Volunteer Service. She will meet with
the State Executive Committee
on April 17 at Morristown, Tenn.
The state convention will be June
17-20 at Ramada Inn, East Ridge,
near Chattanooga.
Seven new members were at
the February meeting.
State Commander Dale Kile
and National Commander Jim
Kenney will visit the Post 45 on
Saturday, March 13, at 7 p.m.
David Barron is still donating
proceeds from His First Sunday
Car Washes to Auxiliary projects.

Lynette Ward will donate an afghan with proceeds to go to John
Tracy Clinic for Deaf Children.

Lamb girl born
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin H. Lamb
of Rt. 5, Box 1239, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Taylor
Renae Lamb, born on Tuesday,
Feb. 9, at 8:19 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed eight pounds 13
ounces and measured 21%
inches. The mother is the former
Karen Saylors. A sister is Tanisha Forrest, 11, and a brother is
Travis Lamb, 22 months.
Grandparents are David and
Jane Lamb of Mayfield, Patricia
Saylors of Murray, and Carlec
and Wanda Saylors of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Martha
Miller Hobbs of Moriatry, N.M.,
Pauline Lamb of Farmington,
Irene Saylors of Jasper, Tenn.,
and B.W. Crowe and the late
Rena Crowe of Killen, Ala.

Nature's Bounty
Sandwiches & Yogurt

194, New Concord; Joe Bolin, Rt
Box 39, Clinton,
Mrs. Eural M. Lee, Rt. 2, Box 225,
Gilbertsville; Leslie P. Virts, P.O. Box
116, Kirksey,
Mrs. Sadie Kay Hawing, P0. Box
303, Puryear. Tenn.; Steve A Dill, Rt
4, Box 219. Mayfield,
Miss Jennifer A. Jones. 300 South
Fifth St., Murray; Mrs Janey Nell Kelso, P.O. Box 390, Murray,
Thomas Armstrong, Rt. 1, Box 63,
Murray. Mrs. Caney J. Burruss and
baby girl, 1218 Pitcock Branch,
Tompkinsville

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Friday, March 12
Control spring conference opens
7 p.m./Kenlake State Park Hotel,
West View Nursing Home
events include Devotion by Rev.
Bob Dotson/11 a.m.; Movin' to
Music/11:30 a.m.; residents'
shopping.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show at Golden Pond Center/11 a.m. and 2
p.m. Info/1-924-1213.

Deft Manipulation
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 108
V Q 65
•8
4. A KJ 5 4
EAST
WEST
•Q 94 3
4.,1 7 6 5 2
V 4 32
A
• 10 9 7 4 2
•6 3
7
•Q 10 98 2
SOUTH
•A
KJ 109 7
•AKQJ 5
+63
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2+
Pass
1V
Pass
Pass
3
2•
Pass
Pik
5•
4 NT
6
Opening lead -eight of clubs.
To be a good dummy player you
must be a worrier. You can't afford to
relax merely because the contract
seems easy to make.
Take a case like this one, where
you're in six hearts and West leads a
club. If you win with dummy's king
and return a trump, as most declarers would do, you go down one. West
takes the trump with the ace, plays
Tomorrow

another club, which East ruffs, and
you wind up minus 100 instead of
plus 1,630.
But if you're the worrying kind
you make the contract. As soon as
dummy comes down, you start fretting about what can happen to stop
you from making the slam.It wouldn't
take you long to conclude that the
only real danger is the possibility of
a club ruff.
West's club lead, in the face of
North's club bid, looks mighty suspicious..4 seems likely that.he was
either trying to get a club ruff for
himself, or trying to give one to his
partner.
The correct thing to do under
these circumstances is to look for a
countermeasure to stop this from
happening. Fortunately,if you study
the situation, you find that something can be done to nip West's plan
in the bud.
Accordingly,at trick two you lead
a low spade to the ace, then cash the
ace of diamonds and ruff a diamond
in dummy.After discarding a club on
the king of spades, you play a trump
to force out the ace.- Only then can
you afford to relax.
The deal demonstrates that a little
worrying at the right time and right
place can do a lot of good.
Bidding quiz.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. InfoA753-8136 or
435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30
p.m./lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St/open 6-11 p.m.
Info1153-TEEN.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
All schools in Calloway County
and Murray City Schools are not
in session today.

4
45
it.CLP

17

Court Square
Paris, Tn.

Dixieland Center
Murray, Ky.

4

We're spreading our wings and
we're all a flutter about our

New Store Grand Opening in
Huntingdon, Tennessee
-Come Help Us Celebrate This

Week-

* Inus & Marilyn - in Murray sjp
Mule Pull/6 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission
charged.

1 Rack
$5, $10, 815, $20

Jackson Purchase section of
American Society for Quality

,\\‘\\,

Buy The Carpet
You've Always Wanted.
Right Now!

\Y'.

via
tio Payments
For 6 Months,*

You don't want to put oft owning such incredibly beautiful
carpet, do you? Good.
We'll take care of everything. No payments for 6
months. Up to $200
instant rebate. You just
choose from our
mouth-watering
selection of
colors
and
styles. Come
in today. We
have
your
carpet, and
it's magnificent.

Plus Get Up To A $200
Instant Rebate.

Dixieland Center On Chestnut St., Murray. Ky.

BIRTHDAY
CLUB
(Starts March 1)
• Come in and register during the month of your
birthday.
• If your name is drawn you will receive
*$l0.00 Gift Certificate from

-and--Dessert & coffee for two from

Nature's Bounty
Sandwiches & Yogurt

•Subtect to credtt approval tarnsmum purchase $41X1 Set store for detalls

PVt196,04)COApet
ROOMS
BEGIN.
WHERE BEAUTIFUL Color
Center Dealers
Available only at authonzed

•The name will be drawn the last day ofeach month.
•You must register in both businesses to be eligible
to win.
• Pli7jeS must be redeemed within 30 days.

Happy Birthday To You!

PAINT AND DECORATING
Southside Shopping Center

753-3321
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SPORTS
Calloway nips Graves

SEC brass
feels upsets
are crucial

Shelton, Beach lift Lady Lakers
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

During halftime of the Calloway County-Graves County
opening-round game of the girls'
First Region Tournament, Graves
students held up a sign which
read: Marshall: How's the Vicw?.
As it would turn out 19
minutes later, they'd be asking
themselves the same question.
Graves' Lady Eagle basketball
team found themselves in the
same position as their arch-rival
and fellow girls' basketball bully,
Marshall County, after a game
that spurred both Peter O'Rourke
and David Elliott to state: "that
was the greatest game I've ever
been involved in."
After Calloway's thrilling
64-62 overtime win, which
included a 40-point showing from
Lady Laker Valerie Shelton and
36 from Graves' Bobbi Coltharp,
it was O'Rourke who may have
summed up the game most
appropriately.
"That's the epitome of high
. school basketball," the Lady Laker coach said after his team qualified for Monday's semifinal

LADY LAKERS 64, Graves 62
OT
CALLOWAY
GRAVES

16 29 42 SI — 6/
4 27 51 58 — 62
(111-11)
Darnell 4 Wisanan 2, Dunn Bucy 9, Shelton 40
64ied1 5. Randolph 4 TOTALS FG 25-66 3-Pont
6-12 (Bury 3 Melon 2.8.4001 FT 8-ii )hubounds
14 (Dunn 31
Groves ill-10)
0031. 2 McAllen. 3. Puckett 19, A Eludwnon 2,
Gotham 36 TOTALS FG 20-26 3-Poni 4-5 lColtharp 4) FT 10-16 Rebounds 21

game against Reidland. "You had
two superstars going tooth-andnail with role players and the role
players win the game."
Farrah Beach, who regularly
stars as the Lady Lakers' defensive specialist, stepped into the
offensive spotlight with one flick
of the wrist.
Trailing 62-59 with less than a
minute to play in overtime, the
Lady Lakers were looking for
their first field goal in overtime
and Shelton was being locked up
by Graves defenders. Holding the
ball out on the wing. Beach was
faced with a decision: force a
pass or put up a 3-pointer.
Seemingly in slow motion,
Beach finally turned and
launched the 20-footer. Looking
for her first, and only, field goal
of the night, Beach found nothing

but nylon to tic the game at 62-62
with 40 seconds left.
Beach's tying bucket lifted the
Laker fans to their feet and
stunned the Lady Eagles. Shelton
took advantage of this momentary lapse and stripped Amy
Buchanon of the ball underneath
the Graves bucket and put Calloway up 64-62 with a reverse layup as the clock showed :30.
Coltharp missed a leaner in the
lane with :05 to play and Calloway's Antonia Dunn grabbed her
third rebound of the game to seal
the victory and allow the Laker
fans to rush the court.
"Farrah's three-pointer and
Valerie's steal and layup were the
key plays of the game," said
O'Rourke. "At Mayfield, she
(Beach) wouldn't shoot and she's
been struggling with her confidence lately."
"Crucial," is how Beach
described her shot, which was
preceded by calls of "Shoot!"
from Laker fans. "I heard them,"
she admitted afterwards.
"I was looking for Val, 1 guess
I don't have any confidence in

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer

M TURN TO PAGE 9

Reidland advances past Fulton
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

When Reidland fans look back
on Wednesday night's First Region basketball game, the name
Kelley Keeling will rise to the
surface much like she rose to the
occasion.
Keeling, a senior forward, did
just about everything in Racer
Arena in the Lady 'Hounds' narrow 48-46 win over the Fulton
County Lady Pilots.
"Keeling was just too tough,"
said Fulton coach Joel Dreher
said. "She beat us tonight."

POWER
PLAY

Reidland 48, Fulton Co. 46
Raidland ..
Fulton

11 23 39 — 4S
. 13 21 34 — 46
RixAbend (3041)
Moore 4. Bishop 6. Spear 12. Keeling 22, TresIs 2.
TOTALS, FG 1645 3-Point 2; FT 14-22
Fulton Co. (11-16)
Belle 6. Alexander 8, Cobb 6. Lynch 5, ELew 5.
Adams 3,()onto* 7. Robinson 6 TOTALS FO 18-44.
3-Pont 2 FT 8-13

Keeling finished with a game
high 22 points, including making
eight of 13 shots from the free
throw line. Teammate Can Spear
backed her up with a dozen
points.
With just under a minute to
play, Stephanie Cobb fouled
Spear. Not only did Cobb foul

*Keel
Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St.
Muraty

Ingersoll

(502)753-3082
1-800-852-0736

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & TImes photo

Calloway County senior center Antonia Dunn (31) reaches for a
rebound that Graves County junior Bobbi Coltharp wants just as
bad in Wednesday's Lady Laker overtime win.

IN TURN TO PAGE 9

MSU coach off to World Championships
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

With this Ingersoll 4120 MI
Hydraulic garden tractor
and 60" mowing deck, you'll
spend less time on yard
work.... leaving more time to
play. This 20 hp tractor
comes standard with power
steering, quick adjust
automotive style seat and
easy riding 32" tires. The
standard rear hydraulic
PTO, with quick disconnect,
drive all of the attachments
including the deck. The
quick disconnect couplers
make changing attachments
a snap.

out on this play, but Spear hit the
layup and the free throw for a
47-45 lead.
Fulton's Erika Lynch had an
opportunity to tie the game, but
missed one of two free throws
with 46 seconds to play. Trailing
47-46, the Lady Pilots had an
opportunity to go ahead with 27
seconds to play, but Wendy Donlow missed a short baseline
jumper.
Coach Dreher went to Donlow
in the final seconds, but her drive
down the lane for the final shot

Murray State University's volunteer assistant track coach Tyrone Scott will be one of America's two representatives in the
triple jump in the World Indoor
Championships scheduled FridaySunday at Toronto, Canada.
Scott, who competed collegiately for at the University of Texas, qualified for the meet on Feb.
26 by winning his specialty in the
USA Indoor Championships in
New York, N.Y. SCOLL leaped
54-10 on his final jump to beat
former University of Arkansas
standout Gary Johnson by 5Y,
inches.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

Kentucky Lake
Lodge & Restaurant
Re-opening Friday, March 12th
Beginning our 32nd year in business.
Stop in for breakfast, lunch or dinner and enjoy the very
best in good home cooking!

Re-opening Specials
Prime Beef Steak • Seafood • Pond-Raised Catfish
Plate Lunches • Sandwiches • Homemade Chicken & Dumplings
Chili • Soups • Pies • Cobblers
Prices Reduced From 75'-$L25 On Several Items
(Through the month of March only)

The World Indoor Championships is the most prestigious
indoor international meet of the
year and features many of the
participants in the 1992 Summer
Olympics. America's representatives in the open events had to
place first or second at the USA
Indoor Championships.
"It's a tremendous honor to
qualify," said Scott. "I'm looking
forward to the competition and
experience. I hope I can hit one
good jump."
A native of Citrus Heights,
Calif., Scott was a six-time AllAmerican at Texas. He placed
second in the triple jump in the
1992 NCAA Indoor Championships, third in the 1992 NCAA

Outdoor Championships and also
placed second in the 1991 NCAA
Indoor Championships. His
career best of 55-10 came in last
year's NCAA Outdoor
Championships.
He has participated in one previous international meet, placing
10th in the triple jump in the
1991 World University Games.
Scott began helping the MSU
track program and training in
Murray last November after Wayne Pate was named head coach.
Pate came to MSU from an assistant's position at the University
of Texas, where he coached the
jumpers.

Aurora, Ky.

"I'm disappointed for Heather
and Stevon because they had fine
indoor seasons and wanted to run
at Indianapolis," Pate said, "but
I'm confident they'll perform
even better in the spring and
make it to the NCAA Outdoor
Championships."

Alabama (15-11, 7-9), which
has reached the tournament finals
nine of the last 11 years, opened
things up today against South
Carolina (9-17, 5-11), followed
by Georgia (14-12, 8-8) vs. Mississippi State (13-15, 5-11).
The night session has Florida °
taking on Mississippi (9-17,
4-12) at 7:30 p.m. EST and
Auburn meeting Tennessee
(12-16, 4-12) at 9:45.
"Our approach with regard to
(the NCAA Tournament) is
we've got to win one more
game," said Florida coach Lon
Kruger. "I think to look at it any
other way would be a mistake."
The top four teams got to
enjoy a day off. They will play
Friday against today's winners.
Don't underestimate the value
of having an extra day to prepare.
Only one team (Auburn in 1985)
has ever won four games in four
days to c12111s,the conference title.

West Virginia to get test from Racers
By MATT HARVEY
AP Sports Writer

CHARLESTON, W.Va. —
West Virginia, bully on the block
at the NCAA rifle championships, goes for its sixth straight
title this weekend.
The Mountaineers (11-0) hold
the second-longest active title
streak in any NCAA Division I-A
sport. Only Arkansas' indoor
track team, with nine straight
titles, has done better, said
NCAA spokesman Rick
Campbell.
West Virginia also has won
eight of the past 10 national rifle
titles. Murray State interrupted
the dominance with championships in 1985 and 1987.
Murray State and seven other
teams will try to unseat the

Mountaineers in competition Friday and Saturday at VM1 in Lexington, Va.
"West Virginia's the favorite,
no doubt," said Murray State
coach Elvis Green.
But Green sees hope for his
team and other finalists like
Alaska-Fairbanks, runner-up for
the past two seasons.
"This year the field is a lot
closer, lot more compacted than
it has been in the past years,"
Green said. "Since 1988 when
we had a chance to really beat
West Virginia, there hasn't been
but one team that really had a
chance, and that was Alaska last
year."
Alaska-Fairbanks finished 48
points behind West Virginia last
season. West Virginia has averaged a score of 6,203 points the

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnre Melon

last five championships; secondplace finishers are averaging
6,148.
Marsha Beasley has coached
the Mountaineers to three straight
titles. She was a college shooter
for East Tennessee State, which
annually battled with WVU and
Tennessee Tech for bragging
rights in the mid-1970s.
Beasley, also a former member
of the National Shooting Team,
said her ideas about the sport
changed drastically when she
replaced Ed Etzel as WVU coach
after the 1989 season.
"One of the things that has set
us apart is we really work hard
on team unity and in an individual sport I've found that to be very
critical," she said. "I didn't really understand that coming in
here.

"I guess I just thought of it as
a collection of individuals," she
said. "But we're really looking at
it as each shooter tries to help
each other and also perform his
or her best."
Green said the Mountaineers'
streak of success breeds more
success, especially in recruiting.
Smith, of Cheyenne, Wyo.,
said he chose WVU over several
other schools because he has
Olympic aspirations and wanted
to practice against the best possible shooters daily.
"Probably a good proportion
of the team has (an Olympic
medal) in mind," he said.
"Somewhere down the line they
want to pursue that."

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
. 68 & 80

• • • •
MSU has learned that none of
its participants have qualified for
this weekend's NCAA Indoor
Championships at Indianapolis,
Ind. Heather Samuel (55-meter
and 200-meter sprints) and Stevon Roberts (400-meter sprint)
had previously met provisional
qualifying standards.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Southeastern Conference officials are
probably pulling for a few upsets
in the league tournament. That
may be the only way to get more
than four teams into the NCAA
Tournament.
No. 4 Kentucky, No. 5 Vanderbilt — the regular season champion — and No. 14 Arkansas are
assured of tournament bids no
mauer what happens in the SEC
tourney. LSU is probably in after
posting a 20-win season, albeit
against weak competition.
But at least four other schools
— Alabama, Auburn, Florida and
Georgia — were perched on The
Bubble, needing a strong showing
in the league tournament, beginning today at Rupp Arena, to
assure themselves of an NCAA
bid.
Florida (16-10, 9-7 in the SEC)
can probably lock it up with one
or two victories in Lexington.
Auburn (15-10, 8-8) has finished
strong — winning five of its last
six — and coach Tommy Joe
Eagles seems to think that two
more SEC victories will be
enough to earn his team it first
NCAA berth in five years when
the pairings are announced
Sunday.
"I don't know that we have to
go all the way to the finals,"
Eagles said Wednesday. "I know
when I pick up the paper next
Monday, I'm going to see some
people With 17 wins who are in
the tournament."
Among the darkhorse teams,
Auburn seems to be picking up
the most support as a possible
upset winner. The Tigers' only
loss in almost a month was an
80-78 setback to Kentucky at
Rupp Arena.

*** * *** **** * * * * * * * *

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Racer tennis team downs
EKU, Akron; falls to Miami

Actions& Reactions
RACER GOLF
The Murray State golf team opened its 1993 spring season placing 12th
among 18 teams in the University of New Orleans Intercollegiate held
Monday and Tuesday at the Oak Harbor Country Club in Slidell, La.
The Racers posted rounds of 343 and 316 in the 36-hole event and had
a final score of 659, finishing 43 strokes behind champion Northeast Louisiana. William Snodgrass had rounds of 82 and 79 for a final score of 161
for the Racers.
Other scores for Murray State - Chris Wilson, 162; Brian Henson. 165;
Price Coakley, 171; Ben Robak. 176

Staff Report
Murray Lletigeat & Times

The Murray State Racer tennis team won two of three
matchups over the weekend at
Richmond, Ky., beating Eastern
Kentucky and Akron by 7-0
scores and losing to Miami of
Ohio by a 4-3 score.
The results left the Racers

'BREDS BASEBALL
Murray State's baseball team was in action Tuesday, losing 11-3 to
Memphis State in a game played at Memphis, Tenn. The 9-3 Ti9ers, getting a three-run homer from Rob Domino, never trailed the Brads.
All of MSU's runs came in the eighth inning and were unearned. Chris
Godwin broke up pitcher Chris Stewarts' shutout bid with a bases-loaded
MSU's only other hit was fifth-inning single by Ricky Chism.
The 'Brads (2-3) will travel to Nashville today for a game against
Vanderbilt.

myself," said the sophomore,
who finished with five points. "1
turned and nobody was there so I
just shot it."
"I was standing right next to
her and I was yelling, 'Shoot it
Farrah,- Shelton said of her
coaching, or perhaps coaxing.
"That was great. We've been
pumping her all week to get her
confidence up."
Graves, the defending First
Region champion, had knocked
Calloway out of the regional
tournament the two previous
ycars.
Shelton's 40 was a career-high
and has been matched in importance only by her 39 points in the
upset of Marshall in the 1991
Fourth District Tournament
championship game.
O'Rourke said on Tuesday that
he was "going to go with the
horse that got them there."
"We were wondering where the
home stretch was going to be,"
he said. "They moved the finished line three minutes more."
Shelton was 16 of 34 from the
field with two 3-pointers, five
steals and four assists. Senior
Susan Bucy was next with nine
points, all on 3's.
Calloway (19-8) trailed 56-47
with 4:48 seconds to play in the
fourth quarter. Senior Kadonna
Randolph, playing a "senior-type
game" according to O'Rourke,
broke the Lady Lakcrs' threeminute scoreless stretch with a

•
I

•
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FROM PAGE 8
came to a screeching halt when
Bishop stepped in and literally
took the ball from an out-ofcontrol Donlow. Bishop just held
onto the ball for the final two
seconds to seal the win.

layup. Senior Leah Darnell followed with a layup and Calloway
trailed just 56-51 with 3:19 to
play.
Calloway then took full advantage of Graves' nine fourth quarter turnovers.
Beach hit two free throws and
Shelton converted a 3-point play
at the 1:29 mark to tie the game
at 56-56. Calloway took the lead
with :55 to play when Shelton
sank a 12-footer.
Graves turned the ball over
underneath its own basket with
:30 left, but Calloway gave it
right back on a held ball at midcourt. With :10 showing, Coltharp sent the game into overtime, 58-58, with a short jumper.
Becky Puckett, who scored 19
points for Graves on a plethora of
pick-and-rolls from Coltharp, put
Graves on top 60-58 with a layup
20 seconds into overtime. Shelton
hit one free throw before Coltharp hit two to make it 62-59
with 1:37 to play.
Graves (16-10) shot an amazing 20 for 29 from the field,
including four of five from
3-point, and outrebounded Calloway 21-14. However, they had 20
turnovers to Calloway's 10.
•O'Rourke awakened to a lawn
full of toilet paper Thursday
morning as members of his team
showed their exhuberance after
knocking off Graves.
"Either the girls were excited,"
the coach said, "or they knew I
had sinus drainage."
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ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE

with a 2-2 record for the spring
season and gave Bennie Purcell
a 493-227 career won-lost mark
as Murray State's tennis coach.
Pontus Hiort, Martin Jansson
and Mike Hall went unbeaten in
singles play over the threematch weekend while the doubles team of Jansson and Scott
Yarbrough also won three
times.

Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
915 Coldwater Rd.
(502) 753-6069
We are now a participant of REFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to 3
days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan. All fees can be
deducted from the loan.

goefra
tott4e.a.t.

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

"I'm disappointed she (Donlow) didn't have a chance to get
the shot off," said Dreher.
The game was marred with turnovers with the teams combining
for 28, 17 by the Lady Pilots.

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Ansel Adams

Pharmenst

< SCOREBOARD }
Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

LOG CABIN
RESTAURANT

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

That's
St
insurance."
ate

Farm State Farm Insurance Cornpan,es
Horne OtIrces Bloomington III,noos

EVERY
Friday & Saturday Night
3-10 p.m.

Prestonsburg 57 Peewee 55
16t6 Region
Rowan Co 61 East Caner 51
Russell 58 Boyd Co 55

PREP SCORES
BOYS
R
: Tnnity 63
Grayson Co 69 11 .
Owensboro 74 Butler Co 51
Fourth Region
Logan Co 67. Warr•n Ea., 44
Warren Central 87. EOM..0', Co 71
Lou
Lou
Lou
Lou

DeSales 74.Ll
S'h
ou RVerern 73
Do. 71. Lou Shawnee 53
Iroquois 59 Lou Fordale 56
Pleasure Ridge Park 76, Lou Central 74
Seventh Region
Lou Ballard 92, Lou Si Xavier 74
Lou Eastern 88. Lou Moore 69
Lou Male 6.1, Lou Tnnity 52
Lou Seneca 72. Lou Jettersoniown 08
10th Region
Harnson Co 75 Brack. Co 59
Mason Co 78 Clang Co 56
11th Region
L. Bryan Stanon 78, Western Hills 56
Le. Sayre 51 Madison Central 42
15th Region
Ekhorn City 66. Sheldon Clark 65 OT

-

Pond Raised

Wedneeday's Gone.
GIRLS
First Region
Calloway Co 64 Graves Co 62 0,
Portland 48. Fulton Co 46
Second Region
Caklwell Co 59, Dawson Spnngs 38
Chnstan Co 59. Union Co 56
Filth Region
Central Hardin 58. Bardstown Bethlehem 'Id
Teylor Co 44. Han Co 41
Eighth Region
Oldham Co 58. North Bullitt 56
Shieby Co 69. Scott Co 58
Ninth Region
Boone Co 72. Dayton 32
Fon Thomas Hghlands 55, Ludlow 2.4
12th Region
Garrard Co 66 Pulaslu Co 60
Monticello 65. Boyle Co 57
13th Region
Bel Co 70, Cawood 61
Knot Central 66. Jackson Co 45
14th Region
Lee Co 52. BUCk WM 49
Whilesturg t08. Cord. 61

CATFISH
FILLETS
Full Order

$3.95
Comes With Slaw, White Beans,
Potato, and Hushpuppies.

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
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505 S. 12th St.
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At Purdom Furniture!!!

Free
Brass
Plant
Stand
(.66 ypurchase)

AT COST and BELOW!!!
•

iwIth ory 'urchins)

753-8080

NEWS
L

NAPA BRAND

Many Sofas, Chairs, Loveseats and Sleepers
Free
Brass
Plant
Stand

Associates

de

'The luorng 'Tip( ProlustoisaLt.

•Reidland...

O'Henry Furniture Is
WWI
I

Hodge, Nod
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•Calloway...
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EVERYTHING
From O'Henry Furniture
MUST BE SOLD!
'Odd Pieces
•Out of Carton Pieces
'Unmatched Sofas
and Chairs

Limit 2 cases per household

.4

NAPA has ALL MAJOR BRANDS Now on Sale!

St Mel/

Receive a $3 per case mall-in mtg. rebate also on these brands:

Nreitiori

IT'S ALL
GOTTA GO!

Don't
Miss
It!

Sofas
s299
Below Cost
Price!

Free
Brass Plant
Stand

ci.

,with any purchase)

VISA
MC
DISCOVER
LAYAWAY

Furniture & Mattress
202 South 5th St.. Murray • 753-4872

90 Days
Same As Cash To
Qualified Buyers

YES.

Register to Win 2 Tickets to
1993 Talledaga 500!

For over 67 yeirs

Unmatched.
Over 130,000 parts

May 2
1993

Feel tree to cheek us
out! We srs much lower
then Born, other so-called'
discounters

NASCAR
.111S1'

.111' 11111111111111i)11,1111 1).111.,

Murray Auto Parts
1300 N.

••••••••••••••••11111,•••••,

12th St.

753-4424

4NAPAI
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Classified
DEADLINES

TO PLACE

Deadline, are 2 daya in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
ANN(it At 1.
\I
010
Legal Nonce
020
Notice
025
Personals
030 ......
Card of Thank*
040
In Memory
050
Lost & Found
.1111EKTIMMEI

410

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted

560

Fre* Column

570

Wanted

Public Sale

010

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Arlie
Don Hodges, Executor
for Frocy Ellen Hodges,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. March
22nd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by Fred T. Lee,
Administrator, of the
estate of Irma Maxine
Lee, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. March 22nd,1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodical settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Barry M. Beach, Executor, of the estate of
Robert L. Beach, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. March
22, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An amended final
settlemer,t of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by John Compton, Administrator,of
the estate of Loyd Compton, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. March 22nd,1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An annual accounting of assetslias been
filed in the Calloway
District
Court
by
Joseph Michael Wilson, Curator of the account of L.D. Camp &
Linda Whidden. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m.March 22nd,1993,
the date of the hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

020
Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
A vallabee Thru Age114.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled Intermedate or
Custodial

Care

Houses For Rent

360

For Rent or Lease

280,814.96

Owens Food
Market
DRIVERS Over-The-Road
Vart/fiat, 35 states 1 yr
experience verifiable Start
25 cents-28 cents/mile with
3 years Benefits Call
1-800-444-6648
DRIVERS
Start 24
cents-26 cents Earn to 30
cents. Home regularly, free
medical/dental, retirement,
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bonus, conventionals. Requires proven experience
and 23 years of age. Hornady Truck Line,
1-800-648-9664.

322,473.26

Sheriffs Compensation

41,646.93

Net Income In Excess of Limitations
(Payable to Calloway County Treasurer)

11.37

EARN $500 OR MORE
Weekly stuffing envelopes
Send long SASE to Cozzy
Home Shoppers PO Box
224 Dept M27, McKenzie,
Tn 38201

020
Help
Wanted

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
-4,:necratu
ALLIANCE

MAMA - TRACER TRANNG CENTERS
UMMWM.T.

AIRLINE. All position. Ex
cellent pay and benefits
Call (313) 557-8866 Department 401
CAREER Opportunity
Needed a jeweler to work 1
or 2 days a week. Learn
jewelry repair. No experience necessary. Call
753-7695.

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people beAURORA Pizza Magic. Ge- tween the ages of 16-22
nuine hand tossed pizza, years, if you are not in
fresh salads, sandwiches, school. Call 753-9378 five
gyros. Open all year at days a week between
5pm. Closed Mon and 8•00am-3'00pm. We are an
474-8119, EOE. This project is funded
Tues.
by the Western Kentucky
1-800-649-3804.
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.

1-800-334-1203

IF you are organized, work
well with people, would like
an opportunity to be creative and looking for a position that offers flexibility.
responsibility on a part time
basis, send resume to PO
Box 1040A. Murray, Ky
42071

NOW HIRING
Sewing
Operators
& Inspectors
No experience
necessary.
Will train.
Please apply
at main office
325 West
Waters St.
Mayfield
MARY NELL
INDUSTRY

,1,
Bel-Air Center
A
DUTCH boy 17, anxiously
awaiting host family. En
joys sports, computers.
Other Scandinavian, European high school students
arriving August. Call Elizabeth (502) 782-2861 or
1-800-SIBLING.
NEED a hair cut, perm.
color, or tan? Call Hairworks or Golden Image
753-7455
ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545.

025
020
Personal
CHRISTIAN Dating 8
Friendship Service Free
information packet
1-800-829-3283

Lost
And Found
BLACK Lab puppy Reward
found Child's pet
753-9119

PARK Rangers, Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc No exp necessary. For into call (219)
769-6649 EXT 7159 8am
to 8pm 7 days
SEARCHING, for energetic, up beat person with
professional appearance
for accounts manager trainee Sales and delivery included Apply in person,
Colortyme. 408 N 12th Si,
Murray.
SOMEONE to pick up and
dispose of wooden skids on
a routine basis. Must provide own transportation. If
call
interested
502-767-1220

BURIAL INSURANCE

Antiques & Gifts

(Gift certificate, &

Bridal Registry)

121 So. to

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are In reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

WENDY'S now hiring for all
shifts Previous restaurant
experience preferred
Apply in person between
2-4pm daily M-F, Chestnut,
Murray.
EXPERIENCED printing
personel wanted Innovative printing 8 graphics
753-8802.

.

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Saw. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

140

110

For Salo
Or Trade

Ward
To Buy

WILL do house cleaning,
have references Call
474-2131 ask for Betty or
leave message will call
back

WILL trade fire cured tobacco base for air curred
tobacco base or burley
pounds Call Shea Sykes
753-8251

CASH paid for good, used
shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
12th,
Goods, 519 S
Murray.

WILL do house cleaning
reliable and experienced
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL stay with elderly, ex
perienced, references
753-4590 leave message
090
Position
Wanted

CASH paid for non-working
VCRs Call 437-4159

1,10

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
ANTIQUES, used furniture,
quilts, glassware
753-3907 or 753-5852

3BR, 2 bath in or within 4
miles of Murray No realtor
calls please
Call
753-5211

CLASSIFIED

SEWING jobs wanted, in
cluding formal wear
753-1061

Home Care
Giver
References
Call 437-4897 Days
Ask For Judith

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road

Road

south to Sq Hare Road, nght on Sq Hale
Business
Opportunky
DISTRIBUTE Hershey products earn bigi Servicing
established accounts No
selling National Wore. Minimum investment $4900
Call Tony 1-800-940-2299.
EDUCATORS/Trainers,
national educational company seeking computerliterate, education-oriented
professionals
to
demonstrate/market a new,
innovative, comprehensive, K-12 home multimedia learning laboratory. No
investment.
1-800- 767-7409
HERSHEY-Snickers Distributor. Ground floor opportunity for this area Unlimited potential Investment of
$9650 backed by inventory.
1-800-358-8382
LOG HOME DEALERSHIP Top Log Manufactuer, seeks Dealer Protected territory, high earning potential, full training
and leads provided Need
not interfere with present
employment Models starting
at
$15,696.
1 -800-264-LOGS (5647).
Brentwood Log Homes,
427 River Rock Blvd , Murfreesboro, TN 37129.
PIZZA INN Seeking Qualified Franchises. Carry-out/
Delivery and Full-Service
Restaurants. Easy to open
and operate. 110 franchises sold in the last 12
months. For information
call 1-800-880.9955.
120

Cemputers
NEW letter quality color
printer 753-7001

130

OPEN 70 THE PUBI C
753-0466

1/4 1616

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

SERVICE WRITER
CHEVROLET-OLDSMOBILE-CADILPEPPERS
LAC-GEO, 2400 E. Wood Sc, Paris, TN. needs •
Service Writer. Experience in talking with the public,
and solving their service needs is a must.
Peppers offers an excellent working environment where
good work is recognized. We offer•competitive salary
with conunissions, vacations,employer paid health and
life insurance, employer paid uniforms, and an opportunity to grow with • growing dealership.
Apply in person to Mr. Frank Shiney,Service Manager,
between the hours of 800 cm. and 5:00 p.m. Monday
thru Friday.

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
Products, a West Tennessee
manufacturing company, is seeking an entry level
Republic Builders

Staff Accountant The candidate selected will have
a four year degree with a major in Accounting.
Previous Accounting experience, Lotus. and
Wordperfect proficiency will be a plus. We offers
competitive salary and excellent benefits. Send
resume and salary history to:

REPUBLIC BUILDERS PRODUCTS
ATTN: ACCOUNTING MANAGER
P.O. BOX 580
McKENZJIE, TN 38201
ROUTE SALES!
GOOD PAY!
GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food
company that has been in business for over 40years,161001UBQ
for mature, personable and aggressrve salespeople who want
more out of hie than a salary and are willing to work hard to
achieve success
High income potential per year You will be supplied with
everything you need to sued. expenses lo operate your
route and complete raining
'Advancement Potential
'Profit Sharing
'Incentives
No Investment
'Insuranoe
You must be at Mast 21 years old and have a good driving/
employment record Now interviewing For an apporntreent call
I 403-336-7566

For Sale
Or Trade
FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish Fred Gardner-Murray
Bait Co 753-5693

An Equal Opportunity Employer 1.44
-

NUMBER 1 Jap seed 1125
lbs, purity 98.5%. Germ
90%. .8 Oilb. Nights
435-4477.

REGISTERED NURSES

TWO 220 volt air conditioners. 1 Kenmore 15,000
BTU, 3 yrs old 1 Carrier,
14,300 BTU, 10 yrs old Sell
or trade for riding mower
759-9738 after 5pm.

CLASSIFIED

114lti Duckling
CAGEM33:20
.
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars.

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5c per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Domestic
1. Childcare

America's Second Car

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency

rho

LICENSED LIFE AND
HEALTH
AGENT
NEEDED Quality products, high commissions
with advance before issue,
lead system, and benefits
(Must qualify for advances
and benefits ) Call
1 800-252-2581

WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6pm-2am.

-

New spring wreaths & swags, Easter wreaths.
Cow,apple, watermelon & rabbit kitchen accessories. New shipment of Graniteware! Afghans,
Battenburg lace & lamps. Stoneware in green.
Coca Cola signs, napkins, dispensers & more.
Primitive furniture.

The Panhandler

If you can sell, you have a
future with us We're looking for natural born salespeople. We're not talking
service, were talking sales
If you have the ability to sell
top flight products. if you
can handle rejection and
enjoy the challenge of making the sale, we will Pay
you well, give you an excellent benefit package, pro
vide you with opportunities
to advance yourself But
first, you have to sell us and
tell us why you're atop flight
sales person. If you have
the right stuff, send your
resume to PO Box 639-D1,
Bardstown, KY 40004. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

By Way of the
Grapevine

Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

HOUSE INSPECTORS No
exp necessary. Up to $800
wkly. Will train Call (219)
769-6649 Ext H239.8am to
8pm 7 days

TRUCK DRIVERS The relocation services division of
North American Van Lines,
Inc., needs owner operators immediately Up to
$5,000 contract signing bonus and $200,000 guaranteed finehaul offering per
year for top quality van
operators with 2 years experience in household
goods or electronics $100
contract signing bonus and
tuition-free training is available for those with no experience Lease or purchase
available
1-800-348-2147, dept
VH-29.

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

25.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
4011, Mamie 2nd Ran,
SOS Dievount 3r* Rua
(All 3 AS Yuri Run %Yalu. 6 Day Paned)
SI 75 per whine uch extra far %noisy(Shop
ping Gunk)

Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
AppliAllfe•
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscella,ieoue
T.V. & Radio
... .. Pets & Supplies

070

Experienced Deli
Cook needed!
Apply in person

132,174.71
11,189.39
88,900.00
24,400.00
12,328.55
2,477.24
15,640.88
13,302.00
16,905.00
5,155.49

41,658.30

1400-959-3890
1418-734-0522
Weddlme & Etc.
Bob Williams

Homes For Sale

460

10000CX00XXXXXXXXX

Net Income - (Before allowing for
Sheriffs Compensation)

Limousine Service

450 ...................... Farms For Sale

COVENANT TRANSPORT
DOLL HOUSE x
NOW HIRING OTR DRIV- x
CAFE
ERS THE BEST TEAM
X
x
Exotic DelleAlf11
PAY IN THE INDUSTRY •
X
79 East Pals, Tenn
27 cents-29 cents per mile
plus mileage and longevity X Lion.-Sat 6 p.m-2 a.m. A
901-647S4297
bonus, mote/layover pay. •
loadingrunlomeng pay, /000000000000/XXX
paid insurance. REQUIREMEtlT:a
FULL time bookkeeping
verifiable gt
0T
2R
3.wic
tla
hlss
year
A
position Salary plus bone
CDL with HAZ/mat
fits Apply in person Pur1-800-441-4394.
dom Motors, 1300 121 bypass. Murray.

134,252.08
40,286.74
12,328.55
88,900.00
4,198.39
849.20

GROSS RECEIPTS

VIP

Lots For Sale

4-40

Help

Commission and Interest-Tax Collections
State Fees
Advancements
County Payments
County - Social Security
Delinquent Tax Fees
Arrest Fee/Court Security
Summons, Subpoenas, etc.
Auto Inspections
Miscellaneous

mation

Real Estate
Lake Property

Wants*

Statement of Income

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Frank Ross Ellis,
1287
No.
Collier,
Marco Island, FL
33969 Deceased, June
Norris Ellis, P.O. Box
426, Marco Island, FL
33969 Executrix, Appt.
02-24-93, Joseph W.
Bolin, 101 E. Poplar,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Denny P. Smith,
1605 Sunset Drive,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Mary B.Smith,
23296-C S.W. 58th
Ave., Boca Raton, FL
33428 Executrix, Appt.
03-03-93, Stephen C.
Sanders, Main
at
Seventh St., Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.
Cecil B. Farris, 2102
Edinborough, Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased,
Cecil B. "Buddy" Farris, II, 708 Sycamore
St., Murray, Ky 42071
Executor, Appt. 03-0393. Stephen C. Sanders, Main at Seventh
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Myra J. Orr, 708
Payne St., Murray, KY
42071 Deceased, Vester Orr Jr., Route *5
Box 754, Murray, KY
42071 Executor, Appt.
03-03-93, J. William
Phillips, 104 North
Fifth St., Murray, KY
42071.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

430
435 •

nso

Legal
Notice

Salaries
Transportation
Social Security
Re-payment of Advancements
Office Expenses/Equipment
Miscellaneous
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

Notice

-free kfcal claim ,...arvice-

Rooms For Rent

340

Statement of Operations

Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free info,

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

330

Statement of Income in Excess of Limitations
J.D. Williams, Sheriff. Calloway County, Kentucky
For Calendar Year - 1992

With

Medicare's new guideknee for confinement,

Home Loan.

010

010
Legal
filtIc•

Legal
Notice

For Sale Or Leaw.

Want To Rant

640

1110

365

Apartments For Rent

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

270 ........Mobile Homes For Sale

420

Bonne** Rental*

Display Ads

II-. 5i.Fi4

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

320

Motorcycles
Auto Service•
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Van•
llead Trucks
Camper.
Boats & Motors

Iii-. I. lvi

300
310

Help Wanted

Instruction

F:8 I Oil-. 141:N1 \I.
280 ........Mobile Homes For Rent

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

.Dameatic & Childcare

Bunnies. Opportunity

I•
'neurones
Exterminating
Bu•inace Sernce•
Heating And Cooling
Services OfTered

120
230
250
290
530

INE13221=1212[1011111

070

100

Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

1111EIZIEBEEZIIIII=1

060

110

OFFICE HOI:RS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
sit- It%

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry• Supplies
Produce

Advertimrs are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

1-A1014.1f, NI tiffs'. I
190
370
390
400

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTh

AN AD CALL

Custom Vans, and

Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Sign-on bonus:
$1,000 nights; $500 days
We're growing and so is our
need for nurses.

Current openings:
-RN Charge Nurse, 7 p.m.-7 a.m.
-RN Critical Care, two positions,
7 p.m.-7 am. (will train)
Other openings:
-LPN OR Scrub Nurse
(Various shifts, no sign-on bonus but
an excellent benefit package)
-Unit Clerk, 3-11 shift
(Experience desired)
Contact: Pat Mills-Hauck:
(901)644-8256

HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER

EIS

TYSON AVENUE
FARM, TENNESSEE 38242

THURSDAY, MARCH 11, 1993

lin

UZI Mot4le

23n
Areclei
For Sebe

Illecellensous

ATTENTION Geneaoligists Dukane film reader
$150 Canon personal copier $425 Both in good
condition CaN 753-4316
anytime These pnces firm

sod
131sing
!th.

eng

n4
iltor
all

'D

AAA Pool Clearance'
Closeout on '92 models
Huge 31419' 0 D
size oval pool with sundeck, fence and filter Now
only $888 cornett:stet 100%
financing Call now TOLL
BLEM light buck ores 16'
FREE' 1-800-759-6058
and 16 5 $65 each plus
ask for Ted
tax Warehouse Tees, 400
Industrial Rd 753-1111
BAHAMA Cruise- 5 days/4
nights, underbooked. corBOGARD trucking and exporate rate, $295/couple
cavating. one We haul top
supply
soil gravel, fill dirt, white Limited
1-800-467-8728 ext 203
rock, np rap 759-1828
Licensed/bonded and
COUNTY style blue sofa. member of the BOB
very good condition $125
Electric chain saw $25 CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gaiiinburg's Original Wed435-4043
ding Chapel) Thoughtful
FOR sale mulch Open service is rendered through
Monday-Friday. noon on music, flowers, photoSaturday McKnight and graphs, videos and recapSon Sawmill 753-5305
bons 1-800-922-4573

FUCHSIA sequin prom
dress, size 14. plus jewelry
52C0 Complete queen size
waterbed with headboard
$100 753-2850
'GROCERY Bills Too
High?' This will help 50
ways to use your leftovers
Send $500 to Smart Cooking, P 0 Box 187, Ledbetter, KY 42058
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray.753-6981
SPA, 5
person,
6'7-x6'10-x35, 2hp pump
for 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
cover, and redwood steps
2 years old $2950. Call
753-3488
SPECIAL Sale. Gore-tex
hunting boots $69.95.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS,
new commercial home units from $199 Lamps, lotions, accessories. Monthly
payments low as $18. Call
today, FREE NEW color
catalog, 1-800-462-9197.
160
Home
Fumlehloas
4 PIECE Benchcraft sec
bonal couch with recliner &
hide•a-bed, one year old,
taupe with mauve and blue
$750. 753-8116 or
753-6882 ask for Debbie.

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Coen Used Furniture -Appliances, and Misc. Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Penang Nintendo

;.
a

1.•=1"
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CLASSIFIEDS

AIM

11

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MUST sell 2 beautiful cane
back arm chairs, upholester seats, perfect condition.
Best offer 436-5400.
WATERBED, dinette set,
end tables. After 5pm
753-1221
90
Farm
Equipment
16FT hydrolic fold disc Ex
cellent condition 435-4472
after 8pm
21n
Firewood
A1A firewood service. Preseason lay-a-way sale.
Seasoned oak $25/rick delivered. 492-8254.
A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667
WOOD for sale, 753-9745

PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

1992 FLEETWOOD 16x80
3br, 2 bath 753-5976 or
436-2181 after 5pm

CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp. $375. 100 amp $325
435-4027.

One bedroom apt
furnished
nicely
near campus.
Call Owen
Food Market
753-4682

Public
Sole

For Red
Or Lame
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
FOR rent 40440 metal
building See Carlos Black
Jr at Black's Decorating
Center 753-0839 or
436-2935

MOVING
SALE
1402 Hilhvood Dr.
Sat 3-13-93
7:30-7
New Zing Golf Outs RH,
furniture, t v , Singer sewing machine, copy ma
chine, computer printer,
battery powered riding
sop, tuck, motorcycle,
swing set, lots of toys
clothes. baby items

FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612.
WALNUT Plaza, 104 N 5th.
2000 sq ft, utilities furnished. 753-8302 or
753-9621.

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 26 3 bed
rooms, handicap access'
ble Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113.
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
apartment, deposit, lease.
no pets 113S 13th St Call
753-3488

For Sale or Trade
New and Used Parts
Service and Repair on Boats-MotorsPontoons-Floors-Seats- Fiberglass
Reasonable Rates---All Work Guaranteed
Free Estimates
New Location-From Murray-The Corner of
121 South and 280
From Paris Landing Take Hwy. 119 to
Hwy. 121.
Telephone

502-436-5464

120
Aar:
1,2, & 3BR apts. & houses
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9669.

753-7001

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

INCOME TAXES
•Individual
•Partnership
•Corporation

JERRY W. WILSON
Certified Public Accountant
204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

490
ABMEEM•1111
FOE Rent

Moving
Sale

On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

1111011111111111111111

BEST Home Center Hwy
45E, Milan. TN New gov
ernment money available
for mobile home loans Bad
credit in the past but have
re-established we can help
you buy a new mobile
home Call toll free
1-800-282 3781 Credit application taken over the
phone

12n

2BR 2 bath duplex, ap- NORTHWOOD storage
pliances furnished, central presently has units availDINKINS Mobile Homes. gas heat & air, with garage, able 753-2905 for more
Inc is one of the South's
wird hook-up Northwood Dr information
largest & oldest dealership $475/mo , 1 mo deposit. 1
of quality built manufac370
year lease No pets
tured homes Shop & cons
Livestock
753-2905
pare, and you will find that
& Supplies
we have the very best hous- 2BR duplex in Northwood,
ing value Dinkins Mobile $325/mo 759-4406
REGISTERED Arabian filly
MOVING
Homes. Inc Hwy 79 E, 2BR duplex on 1304B Val- 3 yrs old, excellent blood
SALE
Paris, TN 1 800 642 4891
line
Ready
to
finish
Shown
ley Wood Dr $310/mo Call
Sal, March 13
successfully Other AraGIGANTIC inventory re- 759-4406
8 am.-7
bians tor sale 436-5867
duction sale' Large selec- 2BR near MSU Central
leave message
Sherwood Forest Sub.
GARDEN tillers-rear-tine tion of double wides, 14
heat & air, available now
Comer of Alan-A-Date
Troy-Bilt tillers, at low, di- wides, 16 wides & used $300/mo, appliances &
lax
& Sherwood Drive
rect from the factory prices. homes greatly reduced for lawn maintenance furnPets
For FREE catalog with this sale March 12 13, & ished
Knick knacks, baby
Embassy Apts
& Supplies
prices, special Savings 14th Dinkins Mobile 753-9898
clothes - sizes to 37,
BEAUTIFUL Dalmation
Now In Effect, and Model Homes. Inc, Hwy 79E,
baby items, toys, etc.
APARTMENT in single puppies Male and females
Guide. call Toll Free Pans, TN 1 800 642 4891
Some tree items.
family dwelling area 2br. Call(901(352-2416 after 5
1-800-545-3800, Dept 6
MOBILE HOME REPOS appliances, quiet area,
Rain or Shine
GATLINBURG Summit- FOR SALE Singles/ near university $325/mo BLUE Crowned Conure
Breathtaking mountain top doubles Financing avail- Call 753-8096 or 753-2633 $100 ONLY serious inquirviews Fireplace, balcony, able Clean, late model
ies please 753-7370
410
kitchen, indoor pool and homes Green Tree Finan- FURNISHED apartments 1
jacuzzis. Honeymoon and cial Corp/Kentucky, or 2br No pets Zimmer- DISSATISFIED with liquid
Real
wormers?
HAPPY
JACK
or man Apt , S 16th
weekend specials! Free 606- 223 1010
Estate
TRIVERMICIDE
gets
753-6609
brochure, 1-800-242-4853, 1-800-221-8204
hooks. round, & tapes in FOR sale Restaurant and
(205) 988-5139.
Available bar, Brandenburg, KenMOBILE Home Loans. Pre- HOUSING near MSU for up dogs & cats
LOG HOMES. Design ser- owned mobile home financ- to 4 students Available for 0 T C at Southern tucky by river Beer and
wine license, newly renovices. FREE brochure. ing 1976 end newer from Spring Semester Coleman States
vate*
,
:111 operation, great
HONEST ABE LOG Green Tree Financial. RE, 753-9898
DOG
Day
Afternoon
dog
food Complete walk-out
HOMES, Route 1, Box Competitive rates, fast,
84C K,Moss, Tennessee friendly service Call for an IMMEDIATE occupancy. grooming All breeds, all Owner financing.
2br townhouse, all ap- sizes Southside Shopping $110,000. 502-257-8138
38575. (800) 231-3695
application today! pliances plus washer & Center 759-1768
OLD—Fashioned wed- 1-800-221-8204.
FOR your real estate
dryer Screened porch, no
dings Candlelight ceremo- MOBILE home services
pets. $395/mo plus deposit. HAVE an obedient, safe needs, contact Wilson Redog
for
show
or
home
nies, outdoor weddings. Electric, phone & cable
alty at 302 So 121h,
753-1266, 8arn-5pm
Classes or private lessons
Mountain Chapel overlook- Licensed & insured Galli753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
MUR CAL Apartments now Serving Murray for over 753 5086, broker. Pat Col
ing river, near Gatfinburg. more Electric 759-1835.
accepting applications for 12yrs 436-2858
Everything provided Aceman, 753-0818, associcommodations. Romantic WHY pay rent? with ap- 1, 2 and 3br apartments PEG'S Dog Grooming ate, Dan Miller, 435-4144,
Phone
759-4984
Equal
proved
credit
&
10%
down
Carriage Ride Reasonable
associate & auctioneer
753-2915
prices. Charge Cards ac- you can own your Dream Housing Opportunity
Home or you may qualify NEW 2br duplex with car- WANTED good home for FREE Listl Lakefront &
cepted
Heartland/ for 5% down & own one of port Central h/a, ap- two registered English Bull- acreage land bargains on
1-800-448-VOWS (8697). these homes for less than pliances furnished, washer/ dogs White male Fawn & Norris Lake in Northeast
Wooded
white female
Call Tennessee
you now pay rent 1993
POST-Frame buildings 28x48 doublewide, 3br, 2 dryer hook-up. $375/mo. 1 753-7129 between 4 30 Spectacular views' Guaranteed buildable Excellent
24'x40'x9' erected $4596, baths, over 1200 sq ft year lease. No pets and 6 00 pm
financing Buy direct from
plus freight Other sizes $23,900 Payment less 753-3116.
developer & save thouavailable. Blitz Builders than $235/mo 1993 16x80 NEW 2br townhouse, all
410
sands' Call Norris Shores 7
1-800-628-1324.
Norris. top of the line with appliances furnished, inPublic
days 800-488-4883 File
Saki
RATS OR MICE? Buy En- fireplace. 20 ft srde by side cluding washer and dryer,
#O-070t9-4,8-166C
forcer Products Guaran- refrigerator & more Pay- $450/mo plus deposit 1 ANTIQUE sale-English
year lease. Available imteed' To kill rats & mice. ment less than $225/mo
antiques & collectibles auc- KOPPERUD REALTY,
mediately. 753-4573
Available at Murray True 1993 14x70, 3br, 2 bath,
tion Sunday March Murrays largest real estate
payment
under
$165/mo
Value Home & Auto CenNEWLY redecorated 2 br 21-1 00pm, Ron Kirby Auc- firm, offers a complete
ters North Side Shopping 1989 14x65. 2br, 2 bath, duplex in Northwood with tion Center, 1-65, Exit 6, range of Real Estate serpayment under $145/mo.
Center
extra large storage area Franklin, KY Ron Kirby vices with a wide selection
Lakeland Quality Homes,
$400/mo. No pets
Auctioneer (502) of quality homes, all prices
Inc .641 North. Benton. Ky. 753-3018
or
753 - 1 222
260
586-8288
527-5253.
1-800-455-1222
Business
NICE clean 2br duplex, BALLANCE Oil AuctionServkes
central h/a, carpet through- Final Liquidation of Sal- KOPPERUD Realty has
240
out, stove, refrigerator, dis- ience Oil Saturday March buyers waiting to purchase
KEN-TENN Investigations
Malik
hwasher. In Northwood. No 13, 9 30am, Heavy equip- homes-all price ranges If
owner J.B. Wilburn, specie
Homes For Rent
you are thinking of selling.
pets, available March 15, ment,crawler, forklift, tools
lizing in criminal, civil,
2
BR
mobile
home,
Ir,
dr,
$350/mo plus deposit Ron Kirby Auctions. Ron contact one of our courtedomestic and insurance in
kitchen,
full
bath
Available
ous
and professional
753-1953 'daytime, Kirby Auctioneer (502)
vesbgations. 14 years law
agents at 753-1222 or stop
enforcement experience. immediately. Located at 753-0870 nights.
586-8288.
by office at 711 Main St.
502-436-6099. Licensed in Highland Estates in Almo
NOW taking applications
Kentucky and Tennessee. Call anytime 759-4507
OVERSIZED building lot, 2
for Section 8 low rent hous
2BR. no pets. 753-9866.
miles east of Murray in
ing. Apply in person at
Maplewood Estate, city wa2711
2BR, water and appliances Southside Manor, 906
ter. 435-4422.
Male
furnished Coleman RE, Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No
Homes For Sale
753 9898
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
phone calls please. Equal
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
14x70 CLAYTON 2br, 2 SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, Housing Opportunity.
Jean
Bird Bel-Air Center.
bath on rented lot near electric or gas Walking dis
501 Chestnut St.
- 753 -SOLD,
502
Kirksey 753-8311 o fence to college 753-5209. QUIET, spacious country
Basement
1-800-369-5780
living. 2br duplex w/carport
489-2694
Fd. & Sat
gas heat,large closets. 2 mi
ROBERTS Realty Callo14x76 3BR, 2 bath mobile
out 94W, Gregory Drive
March 12 & 13
Businesa
way County's oldest and
home on 6 acres, very nice
$350/mo plus lease & deReMals
most reliable real estate
-?
7 am.
in s.w. section of county.
posit. No pets. 753-7951
agency
For all your real
Ceiling tan, table fan,
Priced to sell. Will also ac- 32f1 x 50ft BUILDING fo
estate needs call them tocept vehicle, etc in trade automotive work. Complete SHERRY Lane Estates
large 8 Marge
day at 753-1651 1 Syca901-247-3374.
with air compressor, gas Apartments'Coming Soon'
clothes and lots more.
more and 12th St
heat, 3 phase electrical ser- 2 bedroom apartments with
1024x
vice, 4 overhead doors and 'all appliances' furnished
$ 000 ",
C SOLD
These
are
Very
Nice
Gel
large office 753-3018.
on our waiting list Call
1991 16x80 MOBILE
home 3br. 2 bath, price' 4 CAR dean-up shop, of- Coleman RE for details at
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair
reduced. Call 753-2538 a)- fice, paved lot. air. 753-9898
Used Boats-Motors-Trailers
753-4509.
ter 530 pm.

22n
Bakal

Homes For Sala

753-4153

1BR apartment for rent.
Hazel Apts , Hazel. Ky. You
must be 62, handicapped
or disabled Rent based on
income. Equal Housing Opportunity. 527-8574 or
492-8721
1BR apartment $195/mo
Call 753-6716 after 4pm
1BR, low utilities References & deposit required
No pets $185. 75.13949,
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR, 13 bath townhouse,
central h/a All appliances
and lawn maintance turn
ished Price reduced to
$435/mo Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 13 bath brick duplex
1911B Wiswell Rd.
753-5344

Houses
For Rent
2BR. 1 bath, stove & re
ngerator furnished. large
utility room. No pets
$275/mo 753-2905
2BR furnished house
$300/mo 1 br apt $145/mo.
nice, near MSU 753-6111
9am-5pm 753-0606 after
5pm
3BR. 1 bath with central
gas heat, stove and re
frigerator furnished
Freshly decorated
$350/mo. 1 month depson
No pets 753-2905
3BR, 2 bath brick 209 So
15th Deposit No pets
753-4074
5BR, 2 bath house, central
gas/air. 302 N 8th Call
492-8225
FOR sale or lease 31x. 2
bath condominium. low ubl
ifies 753-3293 after 6pm

Estate Sale Starts March 7
436-2000
Earnest Jennings heavy duty
electric wheelchair, new batteries. Spirit 3-Wheel scooter, a
wheel chair, cpap machine "for
sleep apenea", 3 home nebulizera,new generator,air sand blaster, 20 Wheel Horse garden tractor with 350 lb. loader, dual
wheels, weight box, 46" deck,
down pressure grater, snow
plow,46" deck, Heskavera chain
saw,John Deere chain saw. Roth
tiller, all wood kitchen table & 4
chairs, pots, pans, various items.
Leather tools,jig saw,6 ft. cable
satellite, 1978 28 ft. Pace Arrow
motor home.

Lake
Property

Umod
Cars

KENTUCKY Lake beautdu
water front lot, almost level
restrictions. reduced to
$14,950 Must sell terms
759-1922

1988 GRAND Am. good
condition Call 437-4827

WILL TRADE Kentucky
take lot, 120'x90', for late
model pickup 436-2261
3s0
Farms

For Sale
115 ACRE farm southwes
of Murray Call 498-8855
460
Homes
For Salo
2BR brick home, large
yard, low utilities, close to
MSU Immediate possession $41,000. 753-5703.
3BR brick, 1 bath, living
room, den, utility, one car
garage, fenced back yard
$59,500 Call after 5pm
753-5917

Vans

1991 PONTIAC Sunbird
MOO obo very nice car
753-2860

VACATION in comfort
1983 Chevy Conversion
van, V8, a/c cassette.
95XXX, clean, reliable
$3900 753-9371

1992 GMC Club Cab pick
o
uti
ng
. ilo
na
ffleodwn1e
0r,C0;316msiloo
es,
1990 Pont GP 44r. LE
loaded. 38.000 miles, original owner $9000 1985
Cust van Chevy Chasis,
nice $6000 1978 Chev
Caprice, new condition
$ 2 5 00
Phone
502-753 4389
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

111111

Used
Trucks
1977 GMC Sprint 2 tone
blue, automatic, air, tilt
wheel $4750 etec seat
am/fm cassette 350 V8, ai
shocks new tires very nice
automobile Good condition Can be seen at Piggy
Wiggly parking lot Call
489-2695
1981 F
wheel dri

up

4

1983 S10 4 WHEEL drive
$2250 obo 753-7457
1988 FORD F250 XLT Lar
tat extended cab, loaded
474-2796

Ilene
1988 FORD F250, pickup.
1974 GMC walk in van. 6 auto. P/S,P/E3. AfC, dual
CANTERBURY 3br, 21/i
cyl , 4 sp, with dual wheels. tanks V 8 heavy duty
bath, LR, DR, hardwood, 2 good shape 474-0116
$5,300
Phone
car garage, privacy fence,
502-875 4050 (dealer)
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyalandscaped 753-5264
ger. excellent condition. 1988 FORD F150. grey. 6
CORNER of Chestnut & tinted windows, running cyl ,4 sp. p/s p/b, stereo,
North 5th St House to be lxiards,sharp 489-2218.
dual tanks Super clean
moved or torn down
truck $4975 Phone
1991 FORD Aerostar van, 502 875-4050 (dealer)
759 4718 or 753-0833 very good condition, pNv,
WILL OWNER FINANCE on, new tires, 48,000 miles, 1989 CHEVY 5-10 Blazer
2br brick house, 1 bath, $12,500 obo 753-3711
4x4, excellent condition
carport, well built home
$8000 753-3687
Close to hospital 5093 So
6th 753-2339
470
Motorcycles
1983 CR 250R looks good
runs excellent $600
753-4455 if no answe
leave message

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOAI WOOOWORKING
All Types 01:

Custom Woodworking

1990 YAMAHA YZ80 $800
Call 436-5598

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1993 BLASTER 4 wheeler
with many extras Must sell
soon' Call and make offer
489-2787 After 5 pm
HONDA Spree scooter.
good condition $300
753 7353
•

-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURFIAY (Behind Bunny Bmad)
753-5940

I APPLIANCE REPAIR

Auto
Parts

Service on all brands window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers
dryers
microwaves - dishwashers gas & electric ranges

DATSUN & Toyota 2 whee
& 4 wheel drive, transmissions & parts. 474-0116

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KelvInator-Emerson-Brown
*A11 Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

400
Used
Cars
1979 TRANS Am front clip
doors, hood-sell for parts
489-2750
1983 BUICK Regal, 4dr
excellent condition.
492-8723
1983 HONDA Prelude,
automatic, power sun roof
489-2609

1991 Mustang
Convertible LX

1984 LTD Crown Victoria,
auto, air, 65,XXX miles,
mint condition $2500.
492-8446.

SOLD

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR
THE ANNUAL GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

AUCTION
SAT., MARCH 13,1993
9:00 A.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

Only 20,000 miles,
white & black,
loaded, extra nice.
Call 759-1928
nights or
753-11697 days.

1985
$1500

Steele4111britten, Inc,

88

1986 MONTE Carlo,
loaded, am/fm cassette,
good condition. 753-5503
1987 CHEVROLET Celebrity $1400 436-5508
1987 DODGE Aries K St
Wgn. 117.000 miles, A-1
coed, new tires. $2200
502-527-5253. after 600
527-3508
1987 OLDS Delta Royale
Brm $4600 Call after 6pm
753-7499
1989 DODGE Aries $2495
1988 Ford Escort LX,
miles
36,XXX actual
$2499 1987 Chevrolet Cavalier $2799 1987 Ford
Escort $1995 1986 Olds
Calais $2795 1985 Chrysler LeBaron $1899 1985
Dodge Omni $695 Sell,
sell, sell' Many to choose
from Neal Stark's Motor
Sales, Hardin, Ky.
1990 PONTIAC 6000 V6
LE. Silver with blue inferior,
a/c, p/s, p/b Excellent
transportation $5000
Frankfort
Phone
502-875-1844 1991 GRAN Prix SE Coupe
with GTP Package. All options including CD player
Bright blue, mint condition
Asking $14.000 Stickered
for $22,000 Phone Frank
fort 502-227-8015

AT NE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY.
1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION!!
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT ALL WU BE HERE
BUT IF YOU NEED IT - FT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE!
ANY AND EVERY TYPE OF FARM IMPLEMENT WILL BE HERE!
MANY INIUff SMALL TO MEDIUM SIZE TRACTORS
ROUND BALERS,SOUARE BALERS, HAY RACKS,HAYBINES,
TOBACCO SCAFFOLDS, GRAIN AUGERS, TOBACCO SETTERS, POST HOLE DIGGERS, UFT POLES, POND SCOOPS,
SILAGE CUTTERS, GRAIN CARTS, GRINDER MIXERS, CORN
PICKERS, PLOWS 1 STM TO 613TM, DISC-SMALL TO LARGE,
SPRAYERS, SADDLE TANKS, CULTIVATORS 1 TO a ROW,
PLANTERS 2 TO 6 ROW, ROTARY HOES, WAGONS, SPREADERS, DRILLS, AND ON AND ON....
EARLY BIRD CONSIGNMENTS
TRACTORS: Ford 7600, Roll Bar & Canopy • Ford 9700
Fender Tractor • Ford 601 • Ford 801 • Ford 5000 • JD
2555, 2031 Hrs • JD 2950, 2811 Hrs • JD 4020 Console •
INC 9f36 w/Cab • IHC 1086 w/Cab •INC 806 Dal • INC 656
Ds1 • MF 175 Ds! • Case 2090 w/Cab • Case 380
RIORSTRIAL EQUIPMENT: Ford 445 lndustnal w/Loader• Cat D
6C Pr Shill Dozer. 10K Series, Hyd Tilt, Good UC • Cat D
7E Pr Shift Dozer, 48A Series, Hyd TM,90% UC • JD 6906
Track Hoe, 24' Pads, 1 1/4 Yd Bucket • JD 760 Paddle
Wheel Sell Loading Dirt Pan • IHC E200 Paddle Wheel
Self Loading Dirt Pan •JD 750-7 Yd Pan w/Dollie • Midland
3 Yd Pan w/Dollie 10111INAUFT: NH 848 Rd Baler w/Net
Wrap-Very Nice"• NH 853 Rd Baler 1 Yr Old'• NH 855 Rd
Baler• NH 851 Baler • Hesston 5510 Rd Baler• Gehl 1500
Rd Baler • Vermeer 504C Rd Baler • NH 310 Sq Baler • JD
336 Sq Baler • NH 488 Haybine • NH 474 Haybine • JD
1219 Mower Conditioner • NH 256 Rake -Like New"• NH
1033 Stack Hand • JD 1008 Rotary Cutter Ford 956A 10'
Cutter • JD 1508 Rotary Cutter • JD 280 Loader • JD 148
Loader • Sidewinder 10' Rotary Cutter • Woods 15' Hyd
Fold Cutter • Bush Hog Ditch Bank Cutter • Bush Hog 8'
Pull Cutter 8 Danuser PTO Post Driver • PTO Ditcher •6
Way Hyd 10131ade • JD 12' Pull Box Blade • Great Plains
15' Drill • Midland 20' No Tel Dnii • Tye 15' Drill w/Caddy •
Demco 800 Gallon Pull Sprayer • 11 Shank V-Ripper
w/Caddy • Krause 21' Disc • JD 21' Disc • Forrest City 4
Row Do All • Graham 11 Tine Chisel Plow • JD 7000 Plateless 6R Planter • JD 7100 8R Planter • IHC 12' Cultimulcher • JD 216 Flex Platform • JO 218 Flex Plattorrn • JD
350 Sickle Mower • 24' Land Leveler TRIMS Ale TRAMS:
1981 KW Cony, 350 Cummins, 13 Spd • 1964 Dorsey 45'
Flat -Very Nice- • 1980 Chevy C70 Scottsdale, 49.400
Miles, Twin Screw w/Hyd Lift Tri Axle, 13 Spd, 22' Alum Gr
Bed & Hoist w/64" Sides, Triple Hinge Out Rear Doors.
Spring Load Return Roll Over Tarp.•Grain Trucks - I Tons
- Pickups - Goosenecks - Bumper Hitches - Stock Trailers
- And On And On. •*Several Nice Riding Lawn Tractors •
• Livestock Portable Corrals

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.
BRING YOUR EOUIPMENT ON WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
OR FRIDAY, MARCH 10TH, 11TH, 12TH FOR CHECK INI
EVERYTHING MUST BE PAIO FOR IN FULL DAY OF AUCTION,
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUSTII

p JAMES
R. CASH
-,,, ,,,,,,,,„.,,• ,,,,„ ,

j
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Cavalier, 44xxx miles, arnrtm
stereo, a/c, $5000
753-9240

RU

1.1 ,-,.. KEN, .

PHONE 502-623-8466
mcnoN STARTS AT 9:00 AM.SHARP!

jlerar.-4
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Horoscopes
R IDA 1., M ARCH 12, 1993
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
datc. of birth. call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
•
Lents a minute.)
Used
Trucks
1989 S-10 TAHOE Chevy
pick-up. sunroof, 43 V6,
$6300 obo 759 1004
1990 NISSIAN hard body
king cab Clean, 5 sp manual, 49.XXX miles &5200
fern 435-421t, 753-8414
1991 NISSIAN 2 wheel dr
pickup $8000 492-8548
FORD Mercury Lincoln,
trucks included New '93's
sold at $100 below factory
invoice Call for price quote,
1-800-995-9575 Recorded
message Tennessee Motor Co Johnson City, TN

1986 24' WILDERNESS
travel trailer Fully self con
tamed, full rear bed, & bath,
front kitchen, like new Min
condition, used very Me
kept under carport Call Sa
turday late. Sunday and
Monday days $7500
901-232-8272
B & B Broker's, Inc. Murray.
Kentucky
phone
502-753-4389, your new
Airstream Motorhome
Dealer For Sale 1992
Airstream Legacy 34'
Loaded 1993 Airstream
Legacy 30' Loaded 1985
Winnebago Itasca Windcruiser 28. 1991 Cobra
Motorhome 27. 7,000
miles New condition. 1983
Cozy Crzaft 21 mini motorhome Raised roof.
ton
Chevy Chasis. 1977 GMC
motorhome Mint 198730'
Airstream motorhome.
Loaded. Mint condition.
Night
number
502-753-5960

1986 1710 BASS Tracker
150 Mercury motor, radio
graphs, depth finder, troll
IN motor, metallic gray
silver Call after 5.30pm
753-6510

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 motor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
BACKHOE and Hauling
Service 753-1221 or
753-1537
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system. dnve
ways hauling foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759 1515

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches and decks
available with metal
roof
White rubberized roof
coating or silver roof
coating
Everlock vinyl underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Windows,
Doors,
Metal Sing,Floor ReParr
Gas and Electric Furnaces
Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
*
N. Hazel
*
30B'S Plumbing Repai
Service All work guaran
teed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintance Free
estimates 753-4591
CARPET Binding and Fringing Enger Custom Design Carpets Free estimates Dave and Lissa Goder. owners Day or night
753-7614

CARPORTS for car and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc Excellent protec1988 STERLINGS 161t tion, high quality, excellent
bass boat with 1987 Suzuki value Roy Hill, 759 4664
65hp. motorguide trolling
motor. Hummingbird fish CHARLIE Davidson All
finder, 2 live wells with types of roofing and retimer, 2 new batteries, call pairs Torch down rubber
days 759-4522 nights roofing 753-5113.
345-2345 ask for Greg
CHIN Chlm Chimney
1990 RANGER 365V. Sweeps has 10% senior
175hp Johnson CT, citizen discounts We sell
loaded, like new condition chimney caps and screens
435 4191
753-7930

28FT Harrit flat boat. 90hp
Evinrude, new deck & carpet. 753-3742 after 5pm

San/1CM

°Nod
A-1 A-1 Hauling, tree trim
ming, tree removal, clean
ing out sheds. attics, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al Al town/country yard
mowing, landscaping, tree
trimming, tree removal,
light hauling. Free estimates. Tim Lamb.
436-2528 or 436-5744
Al. AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal. mowing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-6495

COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 after 5pm.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759 4754
DAVE'S Window Cleaning.
Residential and commercial, 9 yrs in Murray. Free
estimates 753-9873.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

GENERAL Repair plumbALL around lawn service ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
mowing trimming, hauling.
odd lobs. experienced Call GERALD WALTERS
759-1041 or 437-4703
Roofing vinyl siding, paintALPHA Builders - Carpen- ing Free estimates 18
try, remodeling, porches. years experience Local reroofing, concrete, drive- ferences 436-2701
ways, painting, mainte- GUTTERING By Sears,
nance. etc Free estimates Sears residential and com489-2303
mercial continuous gutters
APPLIANCE SERVICE installed for your specificaKenmore, Westinghouse, tions Call Sears 753-2310
Whirlpool 30. years ex for free estimate
penance
BOBBY WANTED yards to mow
HOPPER, 436-5848
753-8908 early in morning

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No rob too
small 436-2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electncal. carpentry
and general repair.
753-0596
HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports, arid patio
enclosures 753-0280
K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling, garages, decks, patios,
intone( trim 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560.
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753-5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOWING-Free estimates.
Reasonable, reliable Tony
753-9100
MURRAY lawn mower authorized repair service.
Hopkins Repair Service,
Hwy 962, Hardin 437-4835.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Flexibility will let 'you take advantage of swiftly changing circumstances.. Several short-term business
trends develop in early summer.
Avoid putting all of your eggs into
one basket. In September. your
career and financial aims will
receive a big boost. Push yourself as
hard as you want. Your leadership
potential is revealed when a crisis
arises in November. Quick thinking
leases you in the driver's seat at
%% link! Both marriage and travel
bring happiness next December.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: singer Al Jarreau.
baseball player Darryl Strawberry.
singer Liza Minnelli. singer-songwriter James Taylor.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): A
rapid pace feels right now. You am
unstoppable in reaching goals. Get a
project up and running: it will soon
be humming! If you need financial
ads ice. tum to professionals.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
News from a distance gives you an
emotional lift. Associates provide
helpful information. Let your excellent record speak for itself tonight.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20):
Romantic or financial turbulence
may come to a head now. A willingness to compromise melts away tension. Improve the quality of a key
relationship (fly being a good listener.
Kelley-Wiggins - Benton

CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
The next two days are ideal for turning your wishes into reality. You
want to circulate and connect with
your soul mate. Business negotiations are favored late in the day.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A favorable day for pooling resources, ideas
and money. Whether you negotiate
by phone or f5x, you will strike a
powerful agreement. Balance the
importance of minor details with the
big picture.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Speed-and mentioning the important colleagues who back you will help you finalize an agreement.
Romantic partner's support gives
you the strength of steel.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Be
tactful with older people. especially
those in subordinate positions. Ask
them to pool their efforts to improve
the bottom line. Put romance on
hold tonight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21i:
Travel plans demand care. Moderation is needed in recreational activities. Curb a tendency toward
overindulgence. An older person
can he helpful if dealing with real
estate matters.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): The spotlight is On costs, dividends and assets. A financial experiment brings interesting results.
Member of opposite sex figures
prominently in today's plan.
• a

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: You deserve the best and are
likely to get it now. Other people
come to appreciate how special you
are. Love is in the air. Be on the
lookout for new romantic opportunities.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Resist an urge to spend your savings. Let the money you have accu-

mulated continue to gain interest.
Show wisdom where affairs of the
heart are concerned. Look ahead to
the summer.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 201: Let
yourself go at work. You tackle jobs
with real zeal when you recognize
their. value. A job well done often
means more to you than the financial retums it produces.

TODAY'S CHILDREN: Imagination and fantasy are the life's blood of
these sensitive youngsters. Wise parents will not be unduly concerned by
their offsprings' daydreaming. Creative and innovative, these Pisces will
often achieve the triumphs they visualize. Unusually selective about friends,
they will keep their close pals for life.- Loyal and tender, they make devoted
spouses, eager to share and share alike.
tTo
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Fleming - Benton & Paducah

WOOD VCR
SERVICE CENTER
'Now in our 4th year of service in Calloway County"

Experienced in servicing over 45 brands of VCR's.
Over 5000 units serviced in the 4 state area.

FREE ESTIMATES
Rt. 1 Almo

753-0530
Now servicing Nintendo's!!!

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton * * * Fleming - Benton

*

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056.
RICK'S Roofing. All types
of roofs and repairs. Torchon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work. Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free Otimates. Call
474-2307
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman. 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

SPECIAL STORE HOURS:
Thursday 9:00 - 6:00 • Friday 9:00 - 8:00 • Saturday 9:00 - 5:00
WE'VE COUNTED IT... WE'VE COUNTED IT... WE'VE COUNTED IT...
Twice a year we have to COUNT our entire 2 Million plus Inventory and you won't believe
the Items We Find Not Listed. We Spent All Day Monday &Tuesday Counting and All Day
Wednesday Marking Down And All Inventory Not Making Our New 1993 Spring &
Summer Line Up Is At ONE LOW PRICE...

ULTIMATE COMMUNICATIONS Satellite, direct
cable, antennas, telephone. programing, sales,
service, installation. Tim
Robertson 436-5682.
753-8060
VCR Doctor, home repair
service. Minor malfunction
specialist Pay for only repairs No service charge.
For details, call 437-4159,7
days, anytime.
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center.
cleaning- servicing $15.
most repairs $35 New location Route 1, Almo
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon.-Fri ,
753-0530

Listed Are But Part of the STOREWIDE SAVINGS You Will Find!
FREE 6 month old, fullblooded bird dog puppies
Good looking with good
background Call 436-2626
after 7pm or leave
message
FREE puppies '4 Bull dog
474-8125

Bedroom
Suites
*1
Price

Dining Room
Suites

/2

*

Occasional
Tables
*I

1/2 Price

*

Accessories &
Area Rugs

/2Price

*

1 /2 Price

Recliners

Mattresses &
Box Springs

'I /2 Price

*

Dinettes &
Bar Stools
*

1/2 Price

1/2 Price

Living Room
Suites
*

1 /2 Price

Famous Name Brands!

Lay-Z-Boy® • Lane • Broyhill • Sealy • Thomasville • Zenith

Design Assistance
Available
New! 1992 Buick Skylark
Pwr, locks, tilt, cruise, pwr. windows, AM/FM cassette, ABS.
List: $16,218

IT'S ALL GOT TO GO NOW!
Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today
Store Hours: Monday - Saturday 9:00 - 5:00 Fridays Till 8:00
•
Not all merchandise
at All Locations

All Merchandise
Subject To Prior Sale
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Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Galbry•

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton

1.•
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
BENTON, KY.
305 N. Main
527-3481
1-800-599-6224
• 1

BENTON, KY.
Kelley-Wiggins
1409 South Main
527-3689

Fleming - Benton & Paducah

PADUCAH,KY.
451 5. 16th
i 0111ty Ave Ac,o. N
442_4455
‘,..n,Ronne Shan/
1-800-788-6224
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Looking Back

Today is Thursday. March 11, the 70th day of 1993. There are 295
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 11, 1942, as Japanese forces continued to advance in the
Pacific during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur left Corregidor
in the Philippines, bound for Australia. In a message before departing,
MacArthur uttered his famous vow: "I shall return."
On this date:
In 1810, Emperor Napoleon of France was married by proxy to
Archduchess Marie Louise of Austria.
In 1861, the Confederate convention in Montgomery, Ala. adopted
a constitution.
In 1865, during the Civil War, Union forces under General William
T. Sherman occupied Fayetteville, N.C.
In 1959, the Lorraine Hansberry drama "A Raisin in the Sun,"
starring Ruby Dee and Sidney Poitier, opened at New York's Ethel
Barrymore Theater.
In 1965, the Reverend James J. Reeb, a white minister from Boston,
died after being beaten by whites during civil rights disturbances in
Selma, Ala.
In 1977, more than 130 hostages held in Washington by Hanafi
Muslims were freed after ambassadors from three Islamic nations
joined the negotiations.
In 1985, the Soviet Union announced the death of its leader, Konstantin U. Chernenko. Politburo member Mikhail S. Gorbachev was
chosen to succeed Chernenko as Communist Party general secretary.
Ten years ago: President Reagan held a news conference in which
he renewed his plea for $10 million in increased military aid to El
Salvador.
Five years ago: Saying, "The people have decided," Gary Hart
withdrew a second time from the race for the 1988 Democratic presidential nomination.
One year ago: Members of the U.N. Security Council accused Iraq
of playing a game of "cheat and retreat" from its promises to disarm
and respect its people's human rights; Iraqi deputy prime minister
Tariq Aziz lashed back, saying his country was complying with Gulf
War cease-fire resolutions.
Today's Birthdays: Former British Prime Minister Harold Wilson is
77. Media mogul Rupert Murdoch is 62. ABC News correspondent
Sam Donaldson is 59. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia is 57.
Thought for Today: "Death destroys a man; the idea of Death saves
him." — E.M. Forster, English author (1879-1970).

Ten years ago
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77
was overall winner of competitive skill events at recent Four
Rivers Council "Klondike Derby".
held at Boy Scout Reservation
Ron Greene, head basketball
coach at Murray State University,
has been named as Coach of the
Year of Ohio Valley Conference.
M.C. Garrott writes about Aileene Greene, wife of Murray
State University Basketball
Coach Ron Greene, in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Murray High School Tiger
Girls lost to Symsonia 51 to 42 in
First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament at Mayfield High School. High team
scorers were Monica Greene for
Murray and Becky Rhew for
Symsonia.
Twenty years ago
Murray Civitan Club will hold

its annual Pancake Day on March
31 at Rudy's Restaurant, according to Nick Horton, chairman of
the event.
In High School Regional
Basketball Tournament, Carlisle
County beat St. Mary's and Hickman County beat Mayfield.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Artie Petway,
March 3; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles N. Smotherman and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Victor Howard, March 4.
Dr. John Banholomy, chairman
of Special Education Department
at Murray State University, was
guest speaker at a meeting of Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi held at Ellis Center.
The Rev. Jerry Hendley is new
pastor of First Assembly 01 God
Church.
Thirty years ago
A Make-up clinic for Sabin

Oral Polio Vaccine was held
March 9 at Calloway County
Courthouse and Calloway County
Health Department. With these
clinics, a total of 13,285 persons
have received the oral polio vaccine and Murray and Calloway
County.
The Rev. Billy Turner, the
Rev. M.M. Hampton, the Rev.
Gerald Owen, the Rev. B.R.
Winchester and the Rev. Herbert
Slaughter are speakers at a revival at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church, according to the Rev.
Charles Salmon, pastor.
William E. Boles of Flint,
Mich., is the new foundry superintendent at Murray Division of
the Tappan Company.
Rue Beale spoke about "How
To Plant and Raise Flowers" at a
meeting of Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. He was
introduced by Evelyn Linn.

Forty years ago
Over 600 persons applied yesterday for employment applications at Calloway Manufacturing
Company on East Poplar Street.
Airman Third Class Frank Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Burie
Wilson, is stationed at Wright.
Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper,
the Rev. Leonard Cole, the Rev.
&A. Somers, the Rev. Carl Noel,
the Rev. D.W. Billington, the
Rev. Rudolph Noel and the Rev.
Floyd Sanders are speakers at a
Bible Institute being held at Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Mrs. George Upchurch, Mrs.
Amanda White, Mrs. Fred
Schultz Sr., Mrs. Edgar Pride and
Mrs. Velma Wischart presented a
program at meeting of WMS of
First Baptist Church held at the
home of Mrs. E.C. Parker.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: While your advice
never to leave a child alone with
dogs is correct, the reasoning
behind it is flawed.
I am a police sergeant and the K9 trainer/instructor for the Culver
City (Calif.) Police Department. I
have been involved in the training
and use of dogs for more than 13
years. I am concerned with what
makes them behave as they do and
how to channel it to our uses.
Many dog owners say,"My dog
thinks he's a person." This leads
them to attribute human values
and emotions to their dog. These

people believe that a dog can think,
reason, and behave inappropriately
because he harbors ill feelings
toward his owner or others.
I believe this is impossible. A dog
is incapable of thought or harboring
ill feelings. A dog views the world
from a dog's point of view. He considers himself a dog and us as other
dogs. We are merely members of his
"pack."
Dogs occasionally kill or injure
children because of several differences between human children and
puppies. Dogs are driven by
instinct. That is what makes them

dogs. There about six of these drives. The one at work here is the
"pack drive," which forces the dog to
become a member of a pack and to
establish his "pecking order" within
that pack. He does that by non-verbal communication, primarily by
body language.
The difference between human
infants and children and dogs is
that when puppies or adult dogs are
placed in a submissive position by a
dominant member of the pack. they
exhibit body language that communicates to the dominant dog that he
has achieved his dominance.
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Human infants and children do not
have this instinct, and wouldn't
know how to communicate their
submission if they did.
For example: When a puppy who
is nursing bites his mother's nipple
too hard, she will take his entire
head into her mouth. She will bite
down until the puppy lets out a yell
and becomes completely still. Then
she knows that she is applying
enough pressure:to get his attention. She will hold thiS' pressure' for
a moment and then release him:It'll child were to displease. a dog.
the dog would react ill a
fashion. But when human infant,
and children suffer pain or discom• fort, such as the dog biting their
head, they react in an opposite fashion.- Instead of becorning Passive.
and motionless, they cry and thrash
around. Their screams becione louder as they receive more pain.
This communicates to the dog
that he is not applying enough pressure, so he (lilt's harder. This frequently results in death for the
infant or child, when his skull fractures.
Your statement that: "the most
docile pets have been known to turn
on a child, unprovoked" is neoted in
folklore. The dog does not "turn on a
child" — rather, he treats the child
as if he were a dog, and when the
child does not respond as a dog. the
dog steps up his expression of dominance.
.In short, any dog can be a danger
to any child, because of the different
instincts each species possesses.
LOUIS C. CASTLE:, CI'LATER CITY. I'MAE'

Dr. Gott
DEAR Int GOTT- Please exbIzon
thoracic outlet syndrome What is the
cause and what treatment is avail
able. if any?

DEAR READER: As it exits from
the chest, the artery to each arm traYels between certain muscles and
under the first rib.
On occasion, these muscle's ior the.

CATHY
QUICK! CATIN!
GIVE ME BACK
YOUR INVITATION
TO MY WEDDING!

1

la JUST ADDED lb PEOPLE TO
THE GUEST LIST AND THERE'S
NO TIME TO PRINT MORE NOTATIONS! I HAVE TO COLLECT
ONES I ALREADY SENT AND
SEND THEM TO OTHER PEOPLE!

...WAIT... \
I THINK
ITS IN
WITH
THESE
PAPERS

tfuRfN!IF I GL7-1
THE/VI MAILED roNIGHT, MAYBE NO
ONE WILL NOTICE
HOW LATE THEY
ARE!

CHOCOLATE SMEARS AND
DO& DRCOL TEN DM45 BEFORE
THE WEDDING! WE MADE
THE "C" LIST, DEAR!

ribs themselves I will compress the

arteries, leading to numbness and tin
gling when the arms are held in co
lain positions Called "thoracic outlet

syndrome," this common condition
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can be diagnosed using Adelson'
maneuver: The patient extends the
affected arm out from the body.
pronates the forearm and forcefully
turns the head in the opposite direc
tion. .
This maneuver stretches the artery
If the blood vessel is compressed. the'

additional stretching accentuates the
compression. A person with thoracic
outlet syndrome will experience
symptoms and/or a loss of the, pulse at
the wrist, indicating an insufficient
blood flow.
Such patients can often be helped
by a sequence of easy exercises tel
relax and stretch the muscles that
pinch the artery. The exercises can be
taught by any qualified physical thera
pist.
In some instances, however, the'
patient may need surgery to remove
part of the rib causing compression
This is rarely necessary but can be
diagnosed with X-rays. Thoracic out
let syndrome, one of many causes ot
upper extremity, numbness, is treat
able and curable.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
a serious hiccough condition. He has
them for days at a time. They then
tUrn into rasping and hoarseness that
prohibits audible talking. He suffers
from diabetes and congestive heart
failure. and We recently found out he
has an ulcer in his esophagus. Would
the hiccoughs be aggravated by these
conditions and what can be (lone to
help him?
DEAR READER: Hiccoughs are
caused by rhythmic spasms of the
diaphragm. No one knows why these
spasms occur, in most cases. More
important, no one knows why the antidote works: a teaspoon full of sugar
swallowed dry, (a treatment that your
husband shouldn't try because he has
diabetes).
Some patients with hiccoughs have
digestive disturbances that .lead to
distension of the stomach, which then
pushes against the diaphragm. stimulating it to contract. An ulcer in the
esophagus could certainly do this
Your husband should be treated for
this condition with antacids or drugs.
such as Zantac or Tagamet. to heal
the ulcer The hiccoughs should then
disappear I do not believe that his
diabetes and heart failure are direct
causes of the hiccoughs.
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Mrs. Rena Floy C. Hughes
The funeral for Mrs. Rena Roy
Chadwick Hughes was today at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev.
John Mitchell officiated.

1

Burial was in Lawrence
Cemetery, Trigg County.
Mrs. Hughes, 86, Evansville,
Ind., died Monday at 6:05 p.m. at
Deaconess Hospital, Evansville.
Survivors include three daught-

1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville

ers, Mrs. Dorothy Winfield.
Evansville, Mrs. Ovena Hargrove, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs.
Floy Anne Bess, Chicago, Ill.;
two sons, Gene Hughes, Evansville, and the Rev. George Gillus
Hughes, Chicago; four sisters,
Mrs. Genie Downs, Mrs. Mable
Fuqua and Mrs. Marie Chadwick,
all of Murray, and Mrs. Eliza
May, Pembroke; 19 grandchildren; 29 great-grandchildren.

Laurence(Larry) Stone
Services for Laurence "Larry"
Stone, former publisher and editor of the Time-Argus in Central
City, will be Friday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Tucker Funeral
Home, Central City.
Burial will follow in Rose Hill
Cemetery there. Friends may call
at the funeral home tonight.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be to the
Muhlenberg County-Western
Kentucky University Alumni
Chapter, P.O. Box 549, Central
City, Ky. 42330, or the Central
City Public Library, 108 E. Broad
St., Central City.
Mr. Stone, 78, died Tuesday at
Muhlenberg Community
Hospital.
Stone spent 68 years in the
newspaper business. He worked
at several Kentucky newspapers
and The Atlanta Journal before
joining the Army in World War
II. He was a rifleman in Europe
before going to work for the

Army's daily newspaper, The
Stars and Stripes.
After his discharge, he, his
wife and Ralph G. Utley bought
the Time-Argus and The Messenger in Central City.
Stone was perhaps best known
for his "Mulebergers" weekly
humorous column. The column
has received numerous national
and state awards.
He turned over the day-to-day
operations of the paper to a son,
Mark Stone, in 1982.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Juliette Magee Stone; four
sons, Larry Stone Jr., Rancho
Palos Verdes, Calif., Lee D.
Stone, Malibu, Calif., Joseph S.
Stone, Mendocino, Calif., and
Mark S. Stone, Central City; one
sister, Mrs. Laura Davidson, Fairdale; two stepsons, Michael
Magee, Frankfort, and Gross
Magee, Murray; one stepdaughter, Ava Siener, Paducah; four
grandchildren;
three
stepgrandchildren.

Hubbard will speak to
MSU students March 22
Murray State University students, faculty and staff, as well as
community members, will have a
chance to hear about life on Capitol
Hill from former U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard this month.
Hubbard,a Democrat who served
in Congress from 1974 to 1992, will
be the distinguished honors lecturer
at MS U's Alpha Chi honors lecture
at 7 p.m., Monday, March 22,in the
auditorium of Wrather West Kentucky Museum,located on the Murray State campus.
Sponsored by Alpha Chi, an
honor society for upperclassmen at
Murray State who have achieved
academic excellence, Hubbard will
lecture on conditions in Washington, D.C. today as President Clinton
and Congress attempt to work
together to pass legislation.
Prior to the lecture, Alpha Chi
will sponsor a community-wide reception at 6 p.m. in the reception
room at Wrather Museum for the
former congressman, and community members and students will

MSU faculty
attend conference
Three Murray State University
faculty members recently attended
the Southern Leadership Conference on "The Role of Rights in a
Free Society" held at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. Gayne Nemcy,associate professor of philosophy and religious
studies; Dr. Joseph Fuhnnann, professor of history; and Dr. Wayne
Beasley, professor of history; attended the conference.
Sponsored by the Intercollegiate
Studies Institute, the speeches and
discussions at the conference ex
amined the question of whether
American "Rights-Talk" can stil
provide a center and basis for
meaningful discussions of justice
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have an opportunity to talk with
Hubbard.
Following Hubbard's lecture, the
honor society will initiate members
and install officers for 1993-94.
The event is free and the public is
invited to attend.
For more information,contact the
Murray State Honors Program office at (502) 762-3166.
Investments Since I1l51

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.............8.11
DJIA Previous Close.....--347834
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Light Sapphire blue, leather

1992 Cadillac Seville
Firemist blue, blue leather, new Cadillac
trade-in, 8,000 miles

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Z34
Red, grey cloth, 1 -owner new car trade

1992 Chevrolet Cavalier
4 door, automatic, air, 13,000 miles

1991 CadillacSedan Deville
Finalizing plans for National Nutrition Month in Murray are
Murray State dietetic students and members of the Murray Area
Nutritionist's Association. They are, front row—left to right, Julia
Floyd, Edwina Burge, Kathy Timmons, Teresa Harper and Suzanne Seeley; back row — Valerie Barrett, Michelle Williamson,
Monica Conaway, Michele Turner and Amy Kaufman.

Local hospital will
offer nutrition seminars
In conjunction with National
Nutrition Month, MurrayCalloway County Hospital will
offer five seminars sponsored by
the Murray Area Nutritionists
Association on Thursday, March
18 and Saturday. March 20.
Registered dietitians will be
speaking at the seminars, which
have been approved for Continuing education credits (CEUs) for
nurses. Nurses should contact
Carol Perlow, RN, at 762-1248
for more information. CEUs for
Registered Dietitians are also
available. The public is also
invited to attend any of the seminars listed below.
For more information, contact
Rebecca Noffsinger, RD, at
MCCH, 762-1533.
Thursday, March 18
Barkley Room — MSU Curris Center
9:30 a.m. — 'Eating Disorders' by
Rebecca Noffsinger, RD, Clinical Dietitian at MCCH and Anne Newberry, RD.
MCCH Director of Food Services. The
signs, symptoms and diagnostic criteria
for anorexia nervosa and bulimia will be
discussed. Dietary aspects and care for

persons with eating disorders will be
explained
11 a m — 'Counting fat grams and
learning to read the new food labels' by
Kathy Stanfa, RD with Dean Foods and
MSU dietetic students in the Home Economics Department. Participants are
encouraged to bring a sack lunch.
3 pm, — 'Nutrition and Cancer' by
Kathy Timmons, RD, of MSU's Home
Economics Department and Lori Crouch,
RD, consulting dietitian Participants will
learn about the preventative approach to
nutrition as it relates to cancer. Also discussed will be the dietary management of
patients with cancer.
4 p.m. — Reception/refreshments. On
the second floor of the Applied Science
Building North, in the MSU Home Economics Department.
Saturday, March 20
MCCH 3rd floor classroom
9-11 am — 'Pyramid Food Guide;
Labeling and Counting Food Grams" by
Dr Sally DuFord, RD, of MSU's Home
Economics Department and MSU dietetic
students. 'A Diet for a Healthy Heart' by
Suzanne Seeley, RD, MCCH Director of
Nutrition and Teresa Harper, RD, Murray
Vocational School. Topics will include
low-cholesterol diets, how to make
healthy choices at the grocery, and alternate low -cholesterol food preparation
techniques. (Please pre-register for this
Saturday seminar by calling Kathie Pierce at 762-1384

Candidates need to know
law on charitable contribution
Candidates intent on exercising
the Kentucky tradition of giving a
charitable contribution from their
campaign fund to get some publicity
may want to know they would be
violating Kentucky finance laws.
So would a non-profit organization
that solicits contributions from a
candidate or stages an event "starring" someone running for an office.
If a candidate has given regularly
to a charity, religious entity or civic
group in the past then the continuation of that personal gift is permissible. However, George Russell,
points out that a candidate "can't
purchase a pie at the pie auction if he
or she didn't buy one last year."
"Of course candidates are allowed to attend charitable functions
like a school fall festival, but they
may not make charitable contributions to the festival unless a personal
contribution was made in previous
years," Russell said. "Our best
advice is that if you are again giving
a personal gift, that's legal under the
law. But make sure the money
comes from personal funds and not
campaign treasuries. And to any
organization, don't solicit a candidate for a contribution from their
campaign funds."
Russell suggests that candidates
and others considering running for
office get a copy of the state's
campaign finance law which spells
out solicitations from and contributions by candidates to any religious,
charitable or civic organization.

Light Sapphire blue, blue leather, 30,000

miles
1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville

-

1 -Owner, 36,000 miles, Phaeton roof, sharp
car

1990 Chev, Lumina EuroSport
4 door sedan, dark blue w/ blue cloth, fully
loaded, 52,000 miles

1989 Pontiac Grand Am
2 door, automatic, air, 1 -owner, new car
trade

1989 Ford Festiva
2 door, automatic, 61,000 miles

1989 Dodge Daytona Sports Coupe
Automatic, 46,000 miles, red w/ grey cloth

1988 Plymouth Reliant LE Wagon
Rosewood, automatic, 52,000 miles, 1 -owner

1986 Cadillac Brougham DeElegance
1 -owner, fully loaded, sharp older car

USED TRUCKS
1992 Chevrolet K1500 4X4 Silverado
Fully loaded, 14,000 miles, silver w/ blue
cloth interior

1991 Chevrolet Lumina APV
Dark blue w/ blue cloth, fully loaded, 52,000
miles, 1 -owner new car trade-in

1991 Dodge Dakota
Short wheel base, V-6, automatic, 18,000
miles, 1 -owner new truck trade

1989 Chevrolet Suburban
6.2 liter diesel, 1 -owner, Silverado traiiering
package, 42,000 miles, 1 -owner new truck
trade-in

1988 Chevrolet K1500 4X4
Cheyenne package, V-8 automatic, tilt,
cruise, new truck trade

1988 Ford E150 Conversion Van

The law carries strong penalties for
anyone who knowingly commits a
violation. Not only could they be
convicted of a class D felony, if
elected, a candidate could stand to
lose the office.

V-8, dual air, 48,000 miles, nice van

1986 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer 4X4
V-6 automatic, air, full power, 78,000 miles
"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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Income Tax

Geo 600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris rjr_rxr,irAe.

By Appointment Only

642-3900 • 1-800-352-3229

Page
Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
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Call Tony Page
at

753-8107
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Prices Good thru March 16, 1993

1/3 H.P.
Model 111

#208507

199

1188

4999
Waste King
Disposal

Heat
Lamps

Key Entry
Door Locks

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker
in this stock

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Ackla,onal
Information
Ayalable
Upon Request
Our
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HILLIARD
LyoNs

BM Inuednient b You.
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MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Waskly Specials *

247-8537

rav
#333743
Delta 10"

licadquarters
For
Business • Leisure • Group
'Lowest Prices & Best Service'
Call or Visit Today

the

acatzon
Station

Last
One

#345741
Delta 8"
Reg. 229.00

194"

19900

Bench Top Saw

Band Saw

Treas Lumber Do-it center
Ltd

Open
7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

TRAVF I AGENCY

(502)753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy.121 Bypass• Murray

Sale Prices

Good at

TAT:=

Your Home Investment Company Since Ill&S
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6; Sat. 8-4; Sun. 1-6
Murray Store Only • Other Locations — Benton and Lake City

